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ABSTRACT

Internet of Things (‘IoT’) systems are complex, asynchronous solutions often comprised of
various software and hardware components developed in isolation of each other. These
components function with different degrees of reliability and performance over an inherently
unreliable network, the Internet. Many IoT systems are developed within silos that do not
provide the ability to communicate or be interoperable with other systems and platforms.
Literature exists on how these systems should be designed, how they should interoperate, and
how they could be improved, but practice does not always consult literature.
The work brings together a proposed reference architecture for the IoT and engineering
practices for flow semantics found in existing literature with a commercial implementation of an
IoT platform. It demonstrates that the proposed IoT reference architecture and flow-servicequality engineering practices when integrated together can produce a more robust system with
increased functionality and interoperability. It shows how such practices can be implemented
into a commercial solution, and explores the value provided to the system when implemented.
This work contributes to the current understanding of how complex IoT systems can be
developed to be more reliable and interoperable using reference architectures and flow
semantics. The work highlights the value of integration of academic solutions with commercial
implementations of complex systems.

viii

INTRODUCTION TO DISSERTATION
MOTIVATION

In 2003, B-Scada Inc.{ www.scada.com } was founded by the author of this research paper after
working at Rockwell Automation developing SCADA (‘Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition’) software solutions. Industrial SCADA solutions are used by almost every type of
industrial vertical market for control, monitoring, analytics, visualization and archiving of data
from different kinds of equipment.
B-Scada’s primary business is a software company, building SCADA and Human Machine
Interface (‘HMI’) solutions. The company grew to a staff of 24 with deployments of the system
worldwide in many different types of applications. B-Scada has solutions deployed in everything
from oil and gas to subway systems, prisons, manufacturing facilities, algae farms, building
automation and water treatment plants to name but a few. Starting in 2010, B-Scada started to
notice a demand for use of its system out on the internet. This was early evidence of the
emergence of the Internet of Things (‘IoT’). By mid-2016 B-Scada had an IoT platform
developed out of its SCADA code base. The solution known as Status Device Cloud (‘SDC’)
was developed specifically for the internet, targeting IoT system integrators and solution
providers (Yahoo, 2016). The system collects data from devices in remote locations using almost
two dozen different communication protocols. It provides data visualization, data archiving,
reporting and basic analytics. Since the foundation of the Status Device Cloud system came from
1

industrial automation the system worked well, but there were some challenges. On a factory floor
the communications between devices, clients and the system are executed very fast in a
synchronous manner, components within the system are known and fixed. The IoT platform on
the other hand, was on the internet. Communications can be slow at times with unreliable access
to devices and services, as a result the system had to function asynchronously. This created a
much more complex environment. It made it difficult architecturally for clients to get
notifications of their interactions with the system. Slower internet speeds resulted in time outs
and communication errors. While the system did its job effectively, there was certainly room for
improvement.

IOT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The obligation of delivering a dissertation provided the opportunity to look deeper into
IoT system architecture and discover opportunities for improvement of the commercial Status
Device Cloud system developed by B-Scada. What was documented as ‘best practices’ in
existing literature on IoT platforms? How close was the architecture of SDC to these reference
architectures and how would we be able to evaluate SDC against them? Answers to these
questions could reveal opportunities for improvement in the system. It is also important to note
that the system was developed over a period of several years and, despite some challenges, the
system functions extremely well. The developers of the system encountered and overcame many
obstacles and challenges over the years. It could also be possible that some portions of the SDC
architecture could contribute to existing literature on IoT system design.

2

FLOW SERVICE QUALITY ENGINEERING

Just prior to the start of my dissertation, I was introduced to the concept of Flow-ServiceQuality (‘FSQ’) engineering (Hevner et al., 2002) and immediately identified synergies between
the problems it was proposing to address, and the challenges we were facing with our IoT
platform. IoT systems are complex, asynchronous solutions often comprised of various software
and hardware components developed by different manufacturers often in isolation of each other.
Components of these systems function with different degrees of reliability over an inherently
unreliable network, the Internet. FSQ engineering introduces flow structures into complex
software systems that add quality of service capabilities and help to manage the asynchronous
and unreliable nature of various components and connections in the system. This leads to a
system that is more flexible, robust, and reliable. These were exactly the challenges B-Scada
needed to solve. But there were questions. Would the users of the commercial IoT platform find
FSQ capabilities in the system valuable? Do the concepts defined for FSQ fit into IoT system
architecture? Would we be able to identify within the SDC platform where FSQ would belong
and would we be able to propose an implementation within its existing architecture?

MEETING CHALLENGE

Currently, many IoT systems are developed in isolation, within silos that do not consider
that these systems will need to communicate with other systems and platforms (Bassi et al.,
3

2016). Literature exists on how these systems should be designed, how they should interoperate
and how they could be improved. While existing literature provides a great deal of reflection and
valuable insight on improving these systems, the commercial implementations of these complex
solutions can encounter unforeseen challenges. Industry can be creative in identifying and
solving these problems, but these solutions do not always make it into existing literature.
This work enhances the current understanding of how complex IoT systems can be
developed to be more reliable and interoperable using reference architectures and flow
semantics. This dissertation consists of three separate, but interrelated papers. We first examined
existing literature on IoT system design to identify the most comprehensive and complete IoT
architectural reference model available and evaluate the current design of the commercial SDC
IoT platform with this model using a process known as ‘reverse mapping’ (Bassi et al., 2016).
Most of the architectures and systems we found during our literature review were simplistic and
did not contain enough detail to be useful in evaluation of the SDC platform, but two showed
promise. ISO 30141 Internet of Things Reference Architecture (‘ISO-ARM’) specification (ISO
30141, 2017) and the Internet of Things Architectural Reference Model (‘IoT-ARM’) (Bassi et
al., 2016) were found to be the most complete. For the evaluation of the commercial platform the
IoT-ARM was selected because it placed a great deal of significance on the role of information
modeling and virtual entities in the solution, the same as the commercial platform does. The
ISO-ARM specification does not place as much emphasis on information modeling and is only a
draft specification, for this reason it was not selected for the evaluation. Next, we used a process
of reverse mapping (Bassi et al., 2016) to compare the commercial platform to the IoT-ARM.
The goal was to evaluate the IoT-ARM against a full featured commercial IoT platform and
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investigate if elements of the commercial platform are missing or could be improved. The intent
of the comparison was to improve interoperability of the commercial platform with other
systems, and to improve its reliability and function. Architectural reference models are intended
to be fluid and evolve as new information and technologies become available. The evaluation
also sought to uncover unique differences in the implementation of the commercial platform that
may not have been considered in the IoT reference architecture.
The second paper looked at the engineering concept of Flow-Service-Quality (‘FSQ’)
found in existing literature (Linger et al., 2004, Hevner et al., 2002). FSQ concepts could help
improve the SDC platform. The paper looked at the concepts of FSQ and determined where FSQ
fits within the IoT-ARM. Since the first part of the dissertation mapped the IoT-ARM to the
commercial IoT platform, it followed that an implementation of FSQ within SDC was possible.
An implementation of FSQ was proposed in our work and implemented in SDC. The third paper
evaluates the contributions of FSQ in the commercial IoT platform through the lens of a case
study, through feedback from developers of the system, and through system integrators that now
have this new functionality at their disposal. We show how FSQ can improve control over
remote equipment in a case study. We received feedback from the developers of the commercial
system that implemented FSQ that the system is now capable of addressing increasingly complex
Flows with improved reliability and function. We received feedback from system integrators that
use the platform that FSQ will help them deliver better solutions to their customers.
We conclude with a summary of the process, observations about the process and
contributions of the dissertation.

5

EVALUATION OF A COMMERCIAL IOT PLATFORM

ABSTRACT
In academia reference architectures in software engineering and other engineering disciplines are
used to help bring clarity to a complex problem. It is the intent that reference models inform
practice and help deliver superior solutions. As practitioners know in engineering, particularly in
software engineering, what is designed on paper too often falls short of what is required for the
customer in the real world. This state of affairs provides us with two opportunities, first we can
take existing, successful commercial implementations of a complex system and see where the
literature may fall short or differ in structure. Likewise, we can look at the reference
architectures and see if they can inform practice of their shortcomings or illuminate a path for
future development in real world systems.
In this paper we evaluated a commercial IoT (‘Internet of Things’) platform that was developed
organically over a period of several years with the Internet of Things Architectural Reference
Model developed by IoT-A. The intent is for practice and literature to inform each other on best
practices and expand our knowledge of IoT platform design and architecture.

Keywords: IoT, IIoT, IoT-A, Information Model, Ontology, Platform, Architecture, OPC UA,
SCADA
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INTRODUCTION

The definition of ‘Reference Architecture’ is varied across industry and literature, but generally
the intent of a reference architecture is to provide vision and guidance in the development of new
architectures by capturing the essence of existing architectures (Cloutier et al., 2010). The need
for Reference Architectures has grown over time as the size and complexity of software systems
has increased. Reference Architectures capture patterns found in the architectural base line of
existing systems and use these patterns as a foundation or blue print providing a common vision,
guidance and context (Cloutier et al., 2010).
The IoT-A (Bassi et al., 2016) is a European consortium of partners including Alcatel,
Hitachi, Siemens, IBM as well as a number of reputable academic institutions (see IoT-A
Consortium and Coordination in Appendix 1.3 for more information). From September 2010 to
November 2013 the group produced one of the most comprehensive Reference Architectures
ever developed for IoT (‘Internet of Things’) (Madakam, 2015) platforms (IoT-A, 2017). The
IoT-A created an ‘Architectural Reference Model’ (‘IoT-ARM’) to provide common guidelines
and structure for the development and analysis of IoT systems. Using this Reference Model, we
evaluated a commercially developed IoT Platform. The motivation of the paper is to see if there
are shortcomings in the architecture of the commercial system that can be identified through its
evaluation against the IoT ARM. Reference architectures are based on proven concepts and
implementations, they should evolve and should be reevaluated and refactored as new best
practices and knowledge becomes available (Cloutier et al., 2010). The evaluation of the
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commercial system against the IoT ARM provided validation of the architecture it proposed. It
also exposed opportunities for its improvement.

CHOOSING AN IOT REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

Finding a reference architecture to evaluate the commercial IoT platform was a complex task.
The commercial platform being evaluated is used in a variety of vertical markets and is not
targeted for any specific vertical. Many of the IoT platforms documented in literature are
targeted either to a particular vertical application, or are focused on a particular application
domain (Figure 1.1). This makes finding a suitable reference architecture more difficult.

Figure 1.1 - Application Domains of IoT Platforms (Ray, 2016)
8

Another hurdle in locating an appropriate reference model is the lack of understanding of a
reference model in general. A reference model is supposed to be an evaluation of existing
architectures and implementations (Cloutier et al., 2010). Some authors will propose a single
architecture as a reference architecture with no evaluation of other existing or proposed
implementations.
The primary components of all IoT architectures found were generally consistent at a high
level. Components may be named differently within the documentation of each implementation
but they generally have consistent meaning and intent. The following components have been
observed:

•

Physical Devices – Sensors, actuators, programmable logic controllers and other
devices.

•

Connectivity – Hardware and/or software to convert information from the physical
devices into a form that allows it to be transported by the network to the system.

•

Data Transformation – Conversion of data from the network format into a format
that can be used by the system. May filter data or convert streams of data into
discrete units.

•

Data Abstraction – Aggregation, reformatting and application of semantics to the
raw data.

•

Data Storage – Saving the current state of the ontology, archiving historical data.
Processing and filtering and preparation for retrieval (Cisco,).

9

Table 1.1 is a summary of components that were identified in various IoT System Architectures
and Reference Models.

Table 1.1 - Review Summary of IoT Components Identified in Various IoT Architectures.
IoT Architecture
IoT-A ARM (Bassi et al., 2013)

Physical
Devices

Connectivity

Data
Transformation

Data
Abstraction

Data
Storage

Applications

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
-

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Smart City Architecture and its
Applications based on IoT - (Gaur,
Scotney, Parr, & McClean, 2015)

*

*

*

*

*

*

A Review of Architecture and
Applications for Internet of Things
(Kasturi, Reddy, Rao, & Vinod,
2016)

*

*

*

-

*

*

An IoT Based Reference
Architecture for Smart Water
Management Processes (Robles et
al., 2015)

*

*

*

*

*

*

DIAT: A Scalable Distributed
Architecture for IoT - (Sarkar et al.,
2015)

*

*

*

*

*

*

IoT – Internet of Things Architecture
for Context Aware Sensors Data
Processing in Waste Management
Solution - (Toma & Popa, 2014)

*

*

*

*

*

*

ISO 30141 (ISO 30141)
Internet of Things Reference
Architecture
The Internet of Things Reference
Model (Cisco, 2014)

Some IoT Architectures and implementations reviewed were documented in as little as a
few pages, most provided little substance or detail. But two documents that we reviewed were
extensive and intended as a formal, complete reference architecture for IoT systems. These two
were the Internet of Things Architectural Reference Model (‘IoT-ARM’) (Bassi et al., 2013) and
10

the draft specification ISO 30141 Internet of Things Reference Architecture (‘ISO-ARM’) (ISO
30141). Both of these documents began with an abstract framework that describes the definitions
and concepts needed to discuss and design an IoT architecture (Bassi et al., 2013). They provide
a high-level abstraction and provide a common language to promote knowledge and
understanding. This nomenclature and common definitions are critical in discussing and
documenting complex systems. The IoT-ARM called this the ‘Domain Model’, the description of
relevant concepts, devices, services, and virtual entities in the system. For the ISO-ARM it is
called the ‘Conceptual Model’, description of concepts and relationships among entities. In both
specifications, the Domain Model or Conceptual Model was used for the development of an ‘IoT
Reference Model’ (Figure 1.2). The IoT Reference Model is a higher-level system based
reference model that is more domain specific.

Figure 1.2 – Relationships between the Conceptual Model, Reference Model in an IoT
System (ISO 30141).
Both the ISO-ARM and IoT-ARM break down the IoT Reference Model into views. In
the ISO-ARM we found the Functional View, System View, User View, Information View and
Communication View. In the IoT-ARM we find the Physical Entity View, Deployment View,
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Operational View, IoT Context View, IoT Domain Model, Functional View, and Information
View. Clearly the IoT-ARM has divided the system into more levels of granularity.
Central and critical to the commercial IoT platforms operation is an information model, holding
the ontology of the virtual, physical devices, and many other entities like users of the system.
This will be described in more detail in later parts of the paper. An ontology is a specification of
the relationships, types, and properties for different entities of an information system (Gruber,
1993). Systems using an ontology are far more thought out, have an organized hierarchical and
extensible structure which is discoverable and can evolve over time (Bassi et al., 2013). Within
the IoT-ARM there is a clearly visible subsystem and components dedicated to ‘Virtual Entities’
similar to the commercial IoT platform, these will be discussed in more detail in subsequent
sections. The ISO-ARM does mention virtual and physical entities in the system, and does have
an Information View, but it is not clear if there is a well-defined information model in the system
or what components of the reference architecture would be used to access this part of the system.
For this reason, the IoT-ARM was designated a better match architecturally to the commercial
IoT platform than the ISO-ARM. It is important to note that the ISO-ARM specification is in
draft, and not complete as of the writing of this document. It is possible the components
identified as lacking will be revealed or the specification modified with subsequent review of the
specification. The IoT-ARM contains guidelines and best practices for development of an IoT
solution from the IoT Reference Architecture, the current draft of ISO-ARM does not. This helps
users of the document when looking for clarification on the intent of the architectural reference
model being documented.

12

THE IOT ARCHITECTURAL REFERENCE MODEL

The IoT Architectural Reference Model (‘IoT ARM’) was developed over a three-year period by
the Internet of Things Architecture Consortium (‘IoT-A’), a group of companies and academic
institutions in Europe. IoT-A developed out of the European Union’s Seventh Framework
Program for Research and Development with a mandate of developing an architecture for the
Internet of Things (Bassi et al., 2013). The IoT-A recognized the IoT domain covers a wide
range of applications implemented in completely different manners. Typically, these applications
are highly targeted with a narrow scope and with little or no interoperability within their
infrastructure, producing islands or silos of functionality cut off from other applications and
systems. While differing implementations and domains are to be expected, in order for the IoT to
function and scale on a greater level there needs to be interoperability (IoT-A, 2013a). Also,
complex solutions tend to evolve independently in the early stages of technology development,
and then converge to a universally accepted set of protocols or interfaces (Bassi et al., 2016). By
designing implementing systems that are structurally similar in the most basic aspects, even if
they are implemented differently, we are setting the stage for universally accepted common
infrastructure to evolve upon which the global IoT vision can be realized.

13

Functional Model

IoT solutions are complex. The IoT-A project uses a Functional Model (Figure 1.3) and
Functional Decomposition (‘FD’) to break up the complexity into smaller more manageable
parts. The highest level of decomposition is the Functional Group ‘FG’.

Figure 1.3 - IoT Functional Model showing the Functional Groups (Bassi et al., 2013).
The Functional Model contains several Functional Groups. The groups in dark blue provide
functionality that is required by all the groups in light blue. The orange arrows depict interaction
between the groups.

Functional View

The IoT-A ‘Unified Requirements’ is a list of approximately 180 requirements for the IoT ARM
assembled by potential end users and developers of IoT platforms and systems (IoT-A, 2013b).
14

The Functional View (Figure 1.4) is developed from the Unified Requirements and the
Functional Groups (‘FG’) and helps to divide the complex architecture into meaningful
components. Similar functional requirements were grouped together under Functional Groups
forming clusters of Functional Components (‘FC’).

Figure 1.4 - Diagram of the Functional View showing the Functional Groups and
Functional Components (Bassi et al., 2013).
The following summary describes at a high level the various functional groups and components
of the Functional View.

15

IoT Process Management

The Process Management FG provides the concepts needed for process management systems to
integrate with the IoT world.

Process Modelling: Process Modeling FC allows the modelling of the business process using a
standard notation.

Process Execution: Process Execution FC executes the models defined by process modelling
using IoT services in the Service Organization layer. It is responsible for matching a process
model with its execution environment; the execution environment will use IoT Services to
perform the actual work.

Service Organization

The Service Organization FG is used for the orchestrating of services within the system.

Service Orchestration: Service Orchestration FC resolves IoT services for other parts of the
system like the Process Execution FC or IoT users.
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Service Composition: The Service Composition FC creates services with extended functionality
by composing other IoT services together. The combined services may be chosen for example by
availability and security credentials of the user.
Service Choreography: The Service Choreography FC manages publish and subscribe
communications between services. A service may publish its availability and can be located by
other interested services through service choreography.

Virtual Entity

The Virtual Entity FG contains methods for interacting with the IoT Platform via Virtual Entities
(VEs). Virtual Entities are representations of a physical asset in software. The list of contacts on
your cell phone is an information model with each contact being a Virtual Entity.

Virtual Entity Resolution: VE Resolution allows the IoT User to determine associations between
the VE’s and IoT Services in the system and context information (location, measurement units).
VE Resolution also allows associations to be inserted, updated and deleted. It may allow for the
creation of new VE’s in the system. Users can subscribe to notifications about changes in
associations for a VE or service.

Virtual Entity & IoT Service Monitoring: VE & IoT Service Monitoring FC is a watchdog
automatically looking for new services or possible physical entities that are then added to the
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system using VE Resolution. It updates, creates, and deletes associations between the VE’s and
Services based on changes in their state.

Virtual Entity Service: The VE Service FC works with an entity service. An entity service is the
primary access point to an entity. It enables reading or updating the attributes on an entity and
may allow access to historical data and contextual information.

IoT Service

The IoT Service FG contains IoT services as well as functionality for service discovery.
IoT Service: An IoT Service exposes one Resource and makes it accessible to other parts of the
system. This resource could be information on a sensor or an actuator. IoT Services can get
information on the resource or deliver messages to a resource, as in the case of an actuator
turning the device on or off. Information may flow synchronously or asynchronously using
subscription mechanism.

IoT Service Resolution: The IoT Service Resolution FC provides the functionality needed for
users and other system components to discover and contact IoT Services. This is done through
Service Descriptions which contain information on the location of the Service and required
connection information.
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Communication

The Communication FG is an abstraction of the communications between the devices, the
network, and the IoT Services.

Hop To Hop Communication: Hop To Hop Communication FC abstracts the physical
communication technology that may be used by a physical device. It manages communication
between the Device and the Network Communication FC.

Network Communication: The Network Communication FC enables communications between
networks. It transmits packets from the Hop to Hop and End to End Communication FC’s.

End To End Communication: The End To End Communication FC interacts with the Network
Communication FC to get a message from the End to End FC to the IoT Service. It may provide
other services such as caching and protocol translation as is needed in a Gateway for example.

Security

The Security FG enables security within the IoT Platform.
Authorization: The Authorization FC manages access control and established policies. As an
example, determining of the user allowed to read an attribute on a resource using the IoT Service
Resolution FC.
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Authentication: Authentication FC checks and validates credentials and provides a secure
context for the authentication.

Identity Management: The Identity Management FC creates and manages ‘fictional’ identities in
the system. These could include such things as an anonymous user or role.

Key Exchange and Management: Key Exchange and Management (KEM) FC enables a secure
connection through the issuance and distribution of keys and the registration of security
capabilities.

Trust and Reputation Architecture: Trust and Reputation Architecture FC calculates levels of
trust based on reputation scores. It enables an entity to request reputation information or
recommendations about another entity.

Management

The Management FG provides system functionality related to fault, system configuration,
performance, and security.

Configuration: The Configuration FC manages and stores configuration information on system
Functional Components and Devices.
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Fault: The Fault FC manages the fault logs in the system. It gathers fault information and may be
responsible for archiving it and producing statistics. Interested parties may monitor fault
information using a subscribe model.

Member: Member FC manages the membership and its related information for any entity in the
system (VE, FG, FC, Service, or Device). Working with Security and Identity management FC’s,
it manages information regarding ownership, rights, and capabilities.

Reporting: Reporting FC may collect information from any of the management services. It may
perform analysis on the information establishing trends or predictions. Its primary function is to
produce reports.

State: The State FC keeps track of the current, past and predicted states of the system. The State
FC may for example by queried by Reporting. It may also enforce a particular state of the system
through interaction with various Functional Component’s.

THE COMMERCIAL IOT PLATFORM

HMI (‘Human Machine Interface’) and SCADA (‘Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition’)
software products are used extensively for monitoring and controlling equipment and used in
commercial settings for monitoring key performance indicators (‘KPI’). The dashboard in your
vehicle is an example of an HMI interface. Your dashboard tells you the speed of your vehicle,
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engine temperature and the amount of oil in your engine. Similar dashboards are used
everywhere in heavy industry and commercial settings.
HMI and SCADA systems are used for monitoring the HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air
Conditioning) systems in large commercial complexes. They are used in waste water treatment
plants, oil wells, hydro-electric plants, subway systems and almost every manufacturing facility
including the making of Kraft Dinner®. Maximizing operator effectiveness is essential to
minimizing the risk of accidents, eliminating unscheduled downtime, and maximizing production
quality.
Founded in 2003, the focus of B-Scada’s operations was developing these kinds of complex
software solutions. The company was operated as a start-up until 2007 when it received $3.25M
in financing. Over the next 4 years the company developed its technology stack resulting in the
launch of its ‘Status’ product line of industrial software solutions in 2011 (Figure 1.5, 1.6). The
system is now sold worldwide in various vertical markets including building automation,
manufacturing, transportation, and petrochemical.
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Figure 1.5 - Status Enterprise brochure cover (Status Enterprise, 2017).

Figure 1.6 - Sample SCADA screens developed with B-Scada technology (B-Scada,
2017a).
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In addition to SCADA, the company needed to provide additional revenue sources to help
grow the business (Geng & Huntzinger, 2016). One area that B-Scada was seeing growth was in
deployments of the system out on the internet instead of on the factory floor. The B-Scada
system was written to be internet friendly and was perfectly suited to be an IoT platform. An IoT
platform is a suite of software components providing capabilities like visualization, data
archiving and analytics of information from internet connected devices and equipment which is
often located in geographically disperse locations. Often these solutions will be located on
remote computers or hosted in the cloud. IoT platforms typically have Application Programming
Interfaces (‘API’) that allow other software to access the information they hold about the devices
(Bassi et al., 2013; Ray, 2016). B-Scada has pursued the IoT market with its technology base.
‘Status Device Cloud’ (‘SDC’), B-Scada’s IoT platform was developed using technology from
their SCADA and HMI products, it was made commercially available in February 2016 (Yahoo,
2016). The Status Device Cloud system included seamless integration with B-Scada wireless
sensors, as well as sensors and hardware from dozens of other companies. The system allows the
creation of web based and desktop applications showing live and historical data from sensors and
connected equipment with no programming.
The Status Device Cloud architecture is componentized and well separated into
structured regions of functionality. The following diagrams (Figures, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9) were
made available from B-Scada (B-Scada, 2017a). The entire system is depicted in Figure 1.7,
close-up shown in Figures 1.8 and 1.9.
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Figure 1.7 - B-Scada System Architecture Diagram.
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Figure 1.8 - B- Scada System Architecture Diagram.
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Figure 1.9 - B-Scada system architecture diagram.
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B-Scada choose OPC UA (‘Open Process Connectivity Unified Architecture’) (OPC
Foundation, 2016) as the technology base upon which to build the platform. See Appendix 1.2
for more information on OPC UA technology.

PLATFORM EVALUATION

The evaluation of Status Device Cloud with the IoT ARM was done at two levels. First was a
basic comparison, comparing the commercial platform against the IoT-A Functional Model at
the Functional Group level. The IoT-ARM can also be used as an evaluation tool in a process
known as ‘Reverse Mapping’ whereby an IoT architecture is defined in terms of the IoT-ARM
language allowing any differences between the IoT-ARM and the evaluated architecture to be
exposed (Bassi et al., 2013). The IoT-ARM includes examples of reverse mapping related IoT
standards and initiatives including ETSI M2M, EPC Global, Ucode, BUTLER, the e-Health
platform MUNICH and a case study of tracking RFID tagged stomach towels used in surgery.
Status Device Cloud will be evaluated below using both the Functional Model and Reverse
Mapping.

Functional Model (High Level)
The primary groups of the functional model map clearly onto the Functional Components of
Status Device Cloud (‘SDC’). One important aspect to note is in SDC the location of the IoT
services and communication layers are broken into two distinct parts. One that lives inside the
firewall of the organization and one that lives in the cloud. This is due to the communication
nature of certain protocols such as OPC DA (‘OPC Foundation Distributed Architecture’) (OPC
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Foundation, 2016) and direct driver links to devices like PLC’s where the communications are
not internet friendly. In such scenarios, a piece of the IoT platform architecture must exist behind
the firewall and communicate in an internet friendly manner with the main heart of the system in
the cloud to move device data to the IoT platform. This is not in itself a deviation from the IoT
ARM as the ARM does not specify implementations of solutions, but it is important to note.
Another notable difference is the absence of one Functional Group, the Service Organization
Functional Group. The role of this group is to orchestrate services within the system, to extend
functionality by composing other IoT Services together, and to manage publish subscribe
communications between services. While the presence of some of these capabilities do exist in
SDC to some extent, they are not located in a central location. SDC also places much more
importance on the virtual entity and related services in the system. This aspect will be explained
in more detail further on in the document, but for now it suffices to say that SDC being
organized around an ‘Information Model’ reduces the need and significance of the Service
Organization Functional Group. The following Figure 1.10 overlays the key functional groups of
the IoT-ARM over the architecture diagram of SDC.
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Figure 1.10 - Overlay of IoT-ARM Functional Groups over the B-Scada system
architecture for Status Device Cloud.

Reverse Mapping

The reverse mapping exercise will look at the various models, Functional Groups, and
Functional Components of the IoT ARM and map those components to SDC. This exercise will
expose the differences between the ARM and the architecture of the commercial platform.
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IoT Domain Model

The purpose of the IoT Domain Model is to describe the concepts of the Internet of Things in a
common language with common terms.

Entities: One of the key artefacts in the IoT Domain Model is the notion of entities. ‘Physical
Entities’ are the actual sensors, devices and actuators that will be feeding data to the IoT
Platform. ‘Virtual Entities’ are digital artefacts that are virtual representations of the Physical
Entitles. The Virtual Entities can be either passive or active. ‘Passive Digital Artefacts’ (PDA)
simply have properties on them and are simple representations of the Physical Entities, whereby
the state of the Physical Entity is mapped onto the Virtual Entity. ‘Active Digital Artefacts’
(‘ADA’) are Virtual Entities that may activate software, services or other agents.
Status Device Cloud uses the terminology of ‘Assets’ for entities, both passive and
active. Within SDC there is no difference between an active or passive entity. SDC treats all
entities as passive, however, various agents and services within the system may react to a
property on an entity changing, thereby invoking services, web service calls, triggering an
actuator or other activity. As such both active and passive entities are clearly supported within
SDC. SDC also keeps the physical entity synchronized with the virtual entity as specified in the
IoT Domain Model. The IoT Domain Model seems to imply that entities are digital devices of a
sort in some portions of the IoT-ARM documentation. In others, like a case study involving
medical procedures, an entity is a towelette used in surgery. Within SDC an entity is anything, a
sensor, actuator, hotel room, incident report or person.
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Resources: Within the IoT Domain Model, resources are software components with interfaces
that provide data from or act on physical entities. Resources are associated with a physical entity
and allow changing of the physical entity through changing of the digital.
Status Device Cloud calls such resources Data Providers. Data Providers within SDC
monitor physical entities for property changes and, if supported, can modify the physical entity.
A ‘Data Mapping Manager’ service maintains ‘Data Mappings’ whereby a property on the
Physical Asset is ‘mapped’ to a property on the Virtual Entity. A change on a property of the
Physical Entity will result in a change of the mapped property in the virtual entity and vice versa
whereby a change in the Virtual Entity can result in a change on the Physical Asset. Data
Providers are each implemented with a fixed interface that the Data Mapping Manager
communicates with, a requirement of the IoT Domain Model.

Devices: Within the IoT Domain Model a ‘Device’ is meant to provide a link between the
physical and virtual world. A Device, it seems, is an artefact that represents both the virtual and
physical entity simultaneously. With the IoT Domain Model, a Device provides the capacity to
modify the physical world from the digital (Bassi et al., 2013). The IoT Domain Model
documentation also indicates that if other properties are significant on a Device that the Device
would be modeled as an entity.
Within Status Device Cloud the term ‘Asset’ is primarily used for the virtual artefact within the
system but depending on the context of its use can also imply the combination of the virtual and
the physical. Within SDC we may have an Asset, a sensor for example named ‘Freezer Sensor
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A1’. To say, “The battery level on Freezer Sensor A1” is low indicates that the combined virtual
and physical entity is in the specified state. While SDC does not use separate terms for virtual
entities and Devices, the term ‘Asset’ can be used to indicate either based on context.

Services: ‘Services’ within the IoT Domain Model refer to services implemented in software.
These Services can be IoT related or non-IoT specific. For example, services that get information
from a virtual entity would be IoT specific, whereby a service that provides security
authentication would be non-IoT specific. Services in software have interfaces which users and
other software use to connect and interact with the service.
Status Device Cloud does have services in the pure sense like the data connector service which
has a clearly defined public interface. The core of the system is implemented as an OPC UA
Server (‘Open Process Connectivity Unified Architecture’)(OPCUA, 2016). Status Device Cloud
implements the industry standard OPC UA interfaces. OPC UA is discussed in greater depth in
Appendix 1.2. OPC UA exposes all the virtual assets, users, roles, and relationships within the
system. Other services exist like the calculation server, message server, alarm, and workflow
server however these services are not exposed and do not have interfaces on them. These
services monitor the Assets in the system and react to changes on properties and relationships. In
essence, the interface to these services are the properties, methods and events on the Assets in the
information model themselves. An example of this is alarming. A property on an Asset can have
an alarm associated with it. An alarm has thresholds, messages, events and an ‘IsActive’
property to indicate that is activated. Instead of discovering and calling an alarm service to
determine the state of the alarm as suggested by IoT-A, a user would use the OPC UA interface
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to connect to the virtual asset, ask it for its alarms, and read or subscribe to value changes on the
‘IsActive’ property of the alarm, which is itself a virtual asset.
This identifies a fundamental difference between the IoT-A and Status Device Cloud. IoT-A
specifies that various services within the system should have publicly exposed interfaces and
publish-subscribe implemented on them whereby users and other pieces of software connect and
interact with the service. In SDC in many cases, the services within the system are autonomous
with their underlying functionality exposed through interaction with the virtual entities and not
through public interfaces. While the resulting functionality with respect to services is relatively
consistent between SDC and IoT-A, the implementation by SDC, via OPC UA, and the
suggested implementation through IoT-A are considerably different. This may be a source for
further research.

Identiﬁcation of Physical Entities: The IoT Domain Model specifies that physical entities must
be identified, either using tags, labels, or through ‘natural-feature identiﬁcation’. The
identification on a Device explicitly and uniquely identifies a Physical object.
Within Status Device Cloud each Asset, as well as each property, method and event on the asset
is identified with a unique GUID (‘Globally Unique Identifier’). This is consistent with the IoTA.

Context and Location: All Physical Entitles have a location. Within the IoT Domain Model a
location may be known, but often is not. Status Device Cloud allows a Physical Entity to specify
the latitude and longitude of the entity if desired, and is consistent with the IoT Domain Model.
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Modelling a Physical Asset within SDC also allows for context to be associated with the Virtual
Entities.

IoT Information Model

Virtual Entity: The IoT Information Model defines the structure of the Virtual Entities within the
IoT system architecture. This includes the relationships, attributes, and services of the Virtual
Entities. While concrete representations of the model are not part of the scope of the IoT ARM,
the specification does suggest that such representations could be expressed in “binary, XML or
RDF” formats (‘Extensible Markup Language’, ‘Resource Description Framework’) (Pan, 2009).
RDF is a World Wide Web Consortium specification designed to create a conceptual model of
entities as store them in a subject–predicate–object structure. This is the preferred format and at
the core of the semantic web (Pessemier et al., 2013).
Status Device Cloud as mentioned previously in the document, leverages OPC UA placing an
information model at the heart of the system. OPC UA allows mapping of information and
modeling of virtual objects to represent actual real world objects using an object oriented address
space (OPC Foundation, 2016). OPC UA uses node ids and references in a similar pattern to
RDF whereby the entire Information Model is defined in terms of object – relationship – target
(subject – predicate - object). Leveraging OPC UA to provide an information model provides
exactly the functionality and utility as required by the IOT-A ARM. The SDC database housing
the information model even stores the information in a hybrid triple store database format
(Rohloff et al., 2007) which is also known as an ‘RDF store‘.
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Functional View

The Functional View is developed from the Unified Requirements and the Functional Groups
(‘FG’) and helps to divide the complex architecture into meaningful components. Similar
functional requirements were grouped together under Functional Groups forming clusters of
Functional Components (‘FC’) (IoT-A, 2013b).

IoT Process Management FG: The Process Management FG provides the concepts for process
management systems to function within the IoT world.

Functional Components:
•

Process Modelling

•

Process Execution

Process modelling allows for the expression of business processes using a standard
notation. Process Execution executes these expressions using services in the Service
Organization layer.
Within Status Device Cloud workflow and Flows are defined in the Information Model. End
users can create workflow and Flows as virtual entities in the system. A workflow management
service reads the defined workflow from the information model, and executes the workflow as it
was defined. This is very close to what is defined by the IoT Process Management FG within the
IoT Arm. The implementation however is limited to the various Flow defined and implemented
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with SDC. There is no mechanism to define new Flows for the system to execute. This is a
limitation and functionality that could be implemented and added to SDC.

Service Organization FG: The Service Organization FG is used for the orchestrating of services
within the system.

Functional Components:
•

Service Orchestration FC

•

Service Composition FC

•

Service Choreography

Service Orchestration resolves IoT services for other parts of the system. The Service
Composition creates services with extended functionality by composing other IoT services
together. The Service Choreography manages publish and subscribe communications between
services. A service may publish its availability allowing other interested services to locate it.
As mentioned previously, this is the primary point of diversion between the IoT ARM and Status
Device Cloud. Within SDC, services are generally independent and interact with the Information
Model for invoking actions within the system. The information model also provides information
and virtual entities upon which the services act. A good example of this is the Workflow Service.
The workflow service monitors a collection of workflows in the information model defined as
virtual entities. Each one of these virtual entities is a workflow with conditions that trigger the
workflow to start, and Flows that need to be executed. The Workflow Service watches the
entities and ‘starts’ a workflow if the defined conditions evaluate to ‘true’ and become active. It
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will execute the Flows on the workflow, update the status of the workflow as it executes by
updating properties in the information model. It will even delete the workflow when it has
completed executing. In no part of the system is the Workflow Service exposed or accessible by
other parts of the system. The Workflow Service is interacted with completely through
workflows defined within the information model. This is a significant departure from what is
defined in the IoT ARM where services are discoverable and accessible by other parts of the
system. This is not to say that all services in the system function in this manner. Some services,
like the Data Connector Service, do function in the manner described by the IoT-ARM but they
are part of the minority when compared to most services in the system.

Virtual Entity FG: The Virtual Entity FG contains methods for interacting with Virtual Entities
(VEs) in the IoT Platform. Virtual Entities are typically implemented in an Information Model.

Functional Components:
•

Virtual Entity Resolution

•

Virtual Entity & IoT Service Monitoring FC

•

Virtual Entity Service FC

VE Resolution allows the IoT Users and other services to determine associations between
the VE’s and IoT Services in the system. It also exposes context information (location,
measurement units) of the virtual entities. The Virtual Entity FG allows for associations between
VEs to be inserted, updated, and deleted, it may also allow for the creation of new VE’s in the
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system. Users can subscribe to notifications about changes in associations for a VE or service.
Since Status Device Cloud is implemented using OPC UA, it completely implements the defined
functionality, it is in fact at the heart of the system.
The Virtual Entity FG also defines Virtual Entity & IoT Service Monitoring functional
components. VE & IoT Service Monitoring FC is a watchdog automatically looking for new
services or possible physical entities to add to the system. While the core of the Status Device
Cloud platform does not implement this kind of a service, implementations have been done for
specific customers that does have this functionality. For example, a new piece of equipment
being added to a network is detected, and new virtual entities added to the information model.
The VE Service FC works is the primary access point to entities in the system. It enables reading
or updating the attributes on an entity and may allow access to historical data and contextual
information. Status Device Cloud implements this fully through interfaces exposed OPC UA as
well as .NET and REST API’s.

IoT Service FG: The IoT Service FG contains IoT services as well as functionality for service
discovery. As mentioned previously, this model implies an implementation where services are
exposed and accessible to other services and end users in the system. Within Status Device
Cloud, the central access point is the information model. Invoking actions on service in SDC is
frequently done through modifications of properties on the virtual entities, and not through direct
interaction with the services themselves. As such SDC does not conform with the IoT ARM in
this aspect most of the time.
Some of the services in SDC do conform to the model identified by the IoT ARM. The
Data Connector Service for example gets information from a device and can write to it if
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supported, in the case of an actuator for example. By communicating with a variety of
components and services the Data Connector Service implements the IoT ARMs definition of an
IoT Service, whose responsibility is to interact with the devices. This service however is
normally accessed by administrators configuring the system. End Users wishing to consume or
write data to a device would do so through interactions with the virtual entities.

Communication FG: The Communication FG is an abstraction of the physical communications
that may be used by a physical device.
Functional Components:
•

Hop To Hop Communication

•

Network Communication

•

End To End Communication

Communication FG manages communication between the Device and the Network
including packet transmission. It is ultimately responsible for getting the message from the to the
IoT Service. It may provide other services such as caching and protocol translation as is needed.
Status Device Cloud has connectivity to many different types of hardware. The connectivity can
involve direct drivers, standard protocols, web services, gateways, and other communication
methods. SDC does support Communication FG.

Security FG: The Security FG enables security within the IoT Platform.
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Functional Components:
•

Authorization

•

Authentication

•

Identity Management

•

Trust and Reputation Architecture

•

Key Exchange and Management

The Security FG manages access control and established policies. As an example,
determining if the user is allowed to read an attribute on a particular resource. It checks and
validates credentials and provides a secure context for the authentication. It creates and manages
‘fictional’ identities in the system. These could include such things as an anonymous user or role.
Connections are secured through the issuance and distribution of keys and the registration of
security capabilities. It calculates levels of trust based on reputation scores.
Status Device Cloud is accessed primarily through OPC UA. Authentication and security is
enforced using x509 certificates which utilize a key exchange for security. Every person
accessing the system must have an account on SDC. This ‘user’ is granted various privileges, can
be assigned to a role such as Administrator, or other roles as defined by the system
administrators. Users and roles can be associated with a ‘Workspace’. A workspace is defined as
a group of permissions within the system. Users and roles can be added to a workspace, so too
can virtual entities. Even individual properties on a virtual asset can be assigned to a workspace.
Users logging into the system will only see virtual entities and properties that they have access
to. SDC allows for the creation of an anonymous, or default user as well as roles which is part of
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the IoT ARM requirements. It does not however calculate reputation scores. Administrative users
can however discover what roles and workspaces a particular user is a member of, or determine
what workspaces a virtual entity or property belongs to.

Management FG: The Management FG provides system functionality related to fault, system
configuration, performance, and security.

Functional Components:
•

Configuration

•

Fault

•

Member

•

Reporting

•

State

The Management FG manages configuration information on the system including fault
logs. It is also responsible for archiving this information, producing statistics and reports.
Interested parties may monitor fault information using a subscribe model. The Management FG
manages information regarding ownership, rights, and capabilities for any entity in the system.
The State FC keeps track of the current, and possible past and predicted states of the system.
Status Device Cloud has most of the components defined in the Management FG. It maintains an
Audit Log of users logging into the system and any faults that may have been generated. While
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this information can be queried, and there are reports on current system state, there is no
predictive functionality implemented. Through the Information Model users can determine the
ownership and rights of any entity in the system, access to this information may be limited
however to the level of permissions of the user making the query.

Summary

Summary Diagram and Discussion: The preceding text is extensive, but what we have done is
gone section by section of the IoT-ARM and determined how well SDC does or does not match
with the given functionality. Below we assigned a ‘Mapping Score’ to identify how well SDC
matched with the IoT-ARM specification. The scale is a range of 0-3, with 3 checkmarks
indicating excellent mapping. The score is subjective by the author.
Overall Status Device Cloud mapped well to excellent with the IoT ARM except for
Service Organization. Most differences that do exist between the IoT ARM and SDC are due
primarily to a difference in how the information model is treated. The IoT ARM treats the
architecture as a series of services which are implemented with fixed interfaces and are
discoverable. This implies a system implemented as a set of web services with Universal
Description, Discovery, and Integration (‘UDDI’) for locating and discovery of these services.
The Information Model and related Virtual Entity Services are simply another piece of
functionality in the system. Clearly in the IoT-ARM discovery in the system has been broken
into two pieces, discovery of the services and discovery of the entities in the system. It is
possible that UDDI influenced the authors of the IoT-ARM when developing the specification,
even though the specification is supposed to be implementation independent.
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Table 1.2 - Summary of Reverse Mapping of Status Device Cloud to the IoT-ARM.
IoT-A

Status Device Cloud

IoT Domain Model
Entities
Resources

Asset
Data Providers

Devices

Asset

-

Services

Services / Assets

-

Identiﬁcation of Physical
Entities
Context and Location
IoT Information Model
Virtual Entity
IoT Functional Model
IoT Process Management
FG

Asset Node IDs

IoT-A has a specific definition for Devices. SDC uses the
term assets to identify both devices and other entities, a
hotel room for example.
SDC does have services as defined in the IoT ARM.
However within SDC, some services are exposed through
the object model as virtual entities and not as traditional
services with an endpoint.
SDC use of OPC UA satisfies Entities.

Asset Properties

SDC use of OPC UA satisfies Entities

Types / Assets

SDC use of OPC UA satisfies Entities

IoT Service FG

-

Within SDC workflow is defined within the information
model and is executed via a workflow service. This
satisfies much of what is defined in the IoT ARM. The
available workflow Flows within SDC are however
limited.
Service Orchestration resolves IoT services for other parts
of the system and extends functionality by composing other
IoT services together. This is the primary point of diversion
between the IoT ARM and Status Device Cloud. Within
SDC, services are generally independent and interact with
the Information Model for orchestration and invoking
action and within the system.
SDC use of OPC UA satisfies Entities

-

SDC does have some configuration services implemented
in the form expressed by the IoT ARM. However, the
equivalent functionality for some end users services is
implemented through interaction with the Information
Model.
SDC has connectivity to many different types of hardware,
connectivity can involve direct drivers, standard protocols,
web services, gateways and other communication methods.
Services are limited to system administrators.
SDC does implement the majority of the Security FG, it
does not however calculate reputation scores.
SDC implements most of the functionality of the
Management FG, it does not however expose predictive
functionality.

---

Information Model / OPC
UA
Data Connector Service /
Information Model

Communication FG

Various drivers, software
services.

-

Security FG

OPC UA, x509, Users,
Roles, Workspaces
Audit Log, Information
Model, Workspaces

-

Management FG

Notes

SDC use of OPC UA satisfies Entities.
Resources and Data Providers are comparable.

Workflow and Flows in
Information Model

Service Organization FG

Virtual Entity FG

Mapping Score

-

While Status Device Cloud does have services implemented as web services, these services are
primarily for the administration of the system. The Information Model found in the Virtual
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Entity FG plays a much broader role in SDC than in the IoT ARM. The Information Model
implements not only the virtual entities, but also portions of the functionality found in the IoT
Process Management group (Workflow), the IoT Service (Device Interaction and Configuration),
Security (Users, Roles, and Workspaces) and Management FG. The Information Model provides
to some extent discovery. Having these aspects integrated into the information model diminishes
the need for the Service Organization FG, because the Information Model is providing some of
this functionality.
The following illustrations outline these differences. In the IoT ARM, Applications interact with
a variety of services in the system (gold arrows, Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.10 - IoT ARM Functional Model showing service interactions between major
functional groups (Bassi et al., 2013).
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1.1.1.1.1.1 Status Device Cloud attempts to abstract complexity away by having applications
and users interact with the Information Model only through the Virtual Entity FG.
This provides one central point for accessing the system. End users want to know
what the temperature of the room is, they generally do not need to know the
configuration settings of the wireless sensor providing the value. As such web
services for configuring the system in SDC are for system configuration only. They
are not exposed to users and have no requirement to be discoverable (Figure 1.12).
Discoverability only increases the opportunity for the system to be compromised.
Should certain aspects of the sensor configuration need to be exposed to end users,
they would be incorporated and exposed through the Information Model. As seen in
the diagram below, exposing much of the discovery and interaction with the system
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through the information model diminishes the need for client applications to be
interfacing with multiple services.

Figure 1.11 - The Functional Model marking points of service and end user interaction
that do not exist, or are intentionally not exposed in Status Device Cloud.

CONCLUSION

IoT ARM Informing Status Device Cloud
While Status Device Cloud implements most of the functional components of the IoT ARM,
there were some pieces of functionality that could be added to the system to improve it. These
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enhancements were exposed through the process of Reverse Mapping of the functionality found
in SDC with IoT ARM. As mentioned previously, SDC does not have a Service Organization
Functional Group like the IoT ARM, though much of this functionality exists through the
Information Model being monitored by discrete services. A Service Organization FG could be
beneficial in some respects within SDC. For example, in SDC alarms are configured to be
emailed or sent via text message to a user. This functionality functions by way of a service that
watches the state of the alarms and reads associated messaging instructions from the Information
Model. A Service Organization could enhance this functionality, it could hold connections to two
services capable of message delivery and manage redundancy should one of the services go
down or be unavailable. Optionally, the Service Organization could simply be responsible for
‘notifying’ the user of the alarm. The service could have a variety of ways of notifying the user,
and based on the user’s location and time of day it could decide the best option for notifying
them, choosing what service to invoke be it email, text or other mechanism.
Workflow with SDC does satisfy much of the desired functionality in the IoT ARM for
the IoT Process Management FG. The workflow defined in the system however is limited to a
specified number of Flows which can do such operations as changing values in the information
model, generating reports, making web service calls, starting other pieces of software, doing
basic analytics, sending emails, or creating new assets. Ideally, workflow should allow for the
execution of any Flow the user desires. This could be accomplished by users implementing a
new ‘type’ within the information model whereby the user defined type is a subtype of
‘Workflow’ (a system type in SDC). A byte array property could be the binary code that
implements some specific operations for the specified workflow. Users could then define and
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invoke their own workflow through the Information Model with the execution being conducted
by the Workflow Server in SDC.
While SDC does track performance indicators in the system like CPU, Disk and Memory use, it
does not provide future predictions of the system state. This was part of the functionality of the
Management FG in the Functional View. SDC could look at past behaviors and implement
predictions as suggested, though this has not been a feature requested by any of the platform
users to date.

Status Device Cloud informing IoT ARM
Reference Architectures are expected to change and evolve over time as better information,
practices, and technology become available (Cloutier et al., 2010). The IoT ARM should not be
considered a static document fixed through time.
While Status Device Cloud is consistent in many manners to the IoT ARM, there are some
differences. It is not exactly clear however, if these differences are at a functional level or an
implementation level. At a functional level the IoT ARM expects for example, that certain
services be exposed and discoverable. While SDC does have some services, primarily for system
management and configuration, they are intentionally not discoverable. Much of the
functionality within SDC from an end user perspective is exposed through the object model as
virtual entities not public discoverable and exposed services. The entities are publicly exposed
and discoverable (a requirement of the IoT ARM) but they are not implemented as services. IoT
ARM claims that it is not implementation specific so the SDC implementation does fit with the
IoT ARM requirements. However, reading into the portions of the IoT ARM that recommend
best practices for implementation, the IoT ARM seems to imply an implementation of web
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services with fixed interfaces, discoverable using UDDI. While SDC does implement some
services in this manner, system setup and configuration for example, the bulk of the service
functionality is exposed through the virtual entities and information model. From an
implementation point of view, SDC does not appear to be consistent the with implementation
recommendations from the IoT-ARM. This difference is significant and could be the source of
further research.

Final Thoughts

Status Device Cloud implements the clear majority of the functionality defined in the IoT-ARM.
The primary difference is the absence of service orchestration with SDC. SDC centers far more
of the system around the information model and Virtual Entities (Figure 1.13). Services in SDC
work independently writing and consuming information from the Information Model as if they
were in fact interacting with each other.
This in no way implies that the implementation of SDC is in any way superior or inferior
to that of the IoT-ARM. For the most part, the resulting overall functionality in the system is the
same which is the ultimate goal of the IoT-A, interoperability. The implementation difference
shouldn’t be considered significant in the overall evaluation of the platform. However, the
philosophical difference in architectures should not be completely ignored either. A potential
area for further study would be to consider how applying significantly more importance to the
Information Model and Virtual Entities could influence the design and function of the IoT
Architectural Reference Model. Could the model be improved? Another area for further study
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would be to consider the IoT ARM architecture and implementation recommendations when two
distinct groups of users are considered. The end users and the system administrators within

Figure 1.12 - Comparison of how service orchestration is managed differently in Status
Device Cloud and IoT-ARM.

Status Device Cloud interact with separate parts of the system in different ways. The system
administrators interact with non-discoverable traditional services, end users interact with the
Information Model and the virtual entities it contains. The division between end users and
system administrators within SDC had a significant influence on the structure and organization
of the system. Within the IoT-ARM these users were treated as being essentially the same. IoT
ARM does not imply an implementation, so it may be quite reasonable that there is no
differentiation between these two sets of users. The IoT ARM does however go on to produce
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recommendations for implementation, and it is reasonable that the two sets of users are
considered significant within those guidelines.
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A REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE FOR FLOW SEMANTICS IN IOT SYSTEMS
ABSTRACT

IoT (Internet of Things) solutions are complex systems, sometimes massive, comprised of
components developed by different entities asynchronous in nature with various unpredictable
services and components interacting with unknown levels of reliability and service. Trying to
develop a dependable solution in such a harsh environment is a challenge. In order to produce a
reliable platform that is flexible and resilient in this difficult environment, the solution needs to
implement ‘Flow Semantics’ that take into account reliability, availability and quality of service
when executing Flows and requests of the system.
The following document will leverage work previously done to produce an Architectural
Reference Model for Flow Semantics that can be applied to IoT Platforms. The resulting
Reference Model could be used to provide vision, strategy, and guidance for the development of
more dependable and robust IoT systems.
Keywords: IoT, IoT-A, IIoT, Flow Semantics, Architecture
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) (Madakam, 2015) is rapidly emerging connecting millions of
devices and sensors with various systems. These systems are complex, asynchronous, comprised
of solutions developed by different vendors, operating with various protocols, and standards,
executing with various levels of quality. Components in such a system may come and go and are
often dynamic. As these systems grow and become ever more complex, it becomes more difficult
for them to be reliable and robust. Flow-Service-Quality (‘FSQ’) Engineering aims to address
this complexity through the development of a robust framework that will assist in the
development of tools and implementation guidelines for such systems (Hevner et al., 2009). To
date, there has been literature which defines the need for FSQ and outlines its goals, but there has
been limited work that attempts to define how that knowledge could be applied in an actual
system. This is the goal of this paper.
Flow-Service-Quality (FSQ) Engineering provides a framework upon which one can
build a large-scale system that can serve as a stable platform in a complex asynchronous
environment where the system’s capabilities and components are changing overtime (Hevner et
al., 2004). This will result in a system of that is far more robust and flexible improving the
operation and capabilities of large scale networked systems. Flows are a collection of
asynchronously communicating components that use or provide some set of services to satisfy
business requirements (Hevner et al., 2009). Flow has similarities to workflow (Hevner et al.,
2002). In workflow, requests are made on the system to perform certain tasks, these Flows
allocate resources, execute services, operate asynchronously and must be tracked for completion
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(Becker, zur Muehlen, & Gille, 2002). But FSQ goes well beyond workflow and has some
unique characteristics. The following table was constructed by the author from literature review
and outlines these differences (Becker et al., 2002; Cardoso, Sheth, Miller, Arnold, & Kochut,
2004).
Table 2.1 - Comparison of Characteristics between Workflow and Flow-Service-Quality
Category

Workflow

Flow-Service-Quality

Local Network

Internet, Cloud

Fixed, Predetermined

Dynamic, Adaptive

Hardware

None

Present

Quality Demands

Fixed

Varied

Fixed, Reliable

Dynamic, Unreliable

Low to High

Very High

System Size

Small to Large

Large to Very Large

Target Use

Company

Many Companies, Entire Communities

One to a Few

Many Various

Usually a single company

Many Companies

Environment
Flow

Services
System Complexity

Technologies Used
Technology Ownership

FSQ utilizes flow structures as a bridge between services and the requirements that are invoked
on the system. These requirements may have different demands, they may require a certain level
of performance, reliability, and security. As such flow structures will use the quality of these
indicators to make decisions about how the flow should execute (Linger et al., 2004). Services
that are acted on by flows satisfy business requirements and may themselves execute flows and
recursive manner (Hevner et al., 2002). An ‘FSQ Manager’ (Hevner et al., 2002) is defined to
instantiate and manage Flows.
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IoT platforms are large complex systems comprised of hardware, actuators, sensors, and
services that execute business logic asynchronously. Various components typically belong to
different vendors, the system uses different communication protocols and standards (Bassi et al.,
2013). Various components of the system may come and go at any time. If ever a system was
well suited for the application of FSQ, IoT Platforms would be it. There is no single IoT platform
that satisfies all requirements for every vertical market and situation, as such IoT platforms are
varied in their implementation. But IoT Platforms do a have common requirement to be
interoperable (Bassi et al., 2013).
The Internet of Things Architectural Reference Model ‘(IoT-ARM’) has been developed
by the IoT-A (Bassi et al., 2013). The IoT-A is a group of European partners including Siemens,
IBM, Alcatel, Hitachi, and several reputable academic institutions. From September 2010 to
November 2013 the group produced one of the most comprehensive reference architectures ever
developed for IoT platforms. The IoT-ARM is significant because it was developed through the
study of existing IoT systems and with input from many leading industrial and academic
professionals. One can infer therefore, that what one discovers about IoT system architecture in
the IoT-ARM is highly representative of what one would find in existing IoT systems in industry
and proposed systems in academics. Commercial implementations of IoT platforms are expected
to conform to the IoT-ARM in general, but are expected to vary widely in how they are
implemented due to the use of different technologies and the solutions being implemented for
specific purposes.
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IoT solutions are complex. The IoT-ARM uses Functional Decomposition to break up the
complexity into smaller more manageable parts. The highest level of decomposition in this
Functional Model is the Functional Group (‘FG’).

Figure 2.1 - IoT Functional Model showing the Functional Groups (Bassi et al., 2013).
The Functional Model contains several Functional Groups (Figure 2.1). The groups in
dark blue provide functionality that is required by all the groups in light blue. The orange arrows
depict interaction between the groups.
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Figure 2.2 - IoT Functional Model showing the Process Management Functional Group
(Bassi et al., 2013).
Functional Groups are broken down further into Functional Components. Appendix 2.2
provides an overview of each of these groups and components in more detail. One portion of this
architecture is the IoT Process Management Functional Group (circled in Figure 2.2). The group
defines two functional components, the Process Modelling Functional Components and the
Process Execution Functional Component (Bassi et al., 2013). The Flow of these components is
to provide a mechanism for the modelling and execution of business processes within the system
through the execution of IoT Services. It should be clear from this description that there is
significant overlap between the role of the IoT Process Management Functional Group as
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defined by the IoT-ARM and the responsibilities documented and previously discussed for the
FSQ Manager.
The following work leveraged work previously done to produce an Architectural
Reference Model for Flow Semantics that can be applied to IoT platforms. We demonstrate that
the IoT Process Management Functional Group within the IoT ARM has the same functionally
as the FSQ Manager. With this knowledge, we explored the architecture of a commercial IoT
platform, a system that had already been evaluated against the IoT ARM and shown to
implement the architectural structure as recommended. We evaluate the functional components
in the commercial IoT Platform and establish how close they are to supporting FSQ
requirements. Lastly, we will propose changes to the commercial IoT Platform that, if
implemented, would produce an IoT platform with FSQ functionality. The following table
summarizes the structure of this document:

Table 2.2 - Summary of the structure of the document.
Task
Identification of the FSQ Manager in the IoT ARM as the
Process Management Functional Group
Identifying Process Management in the Commercial IoT
Platform
Modelling Virtual Entities in IoT-ARM

Defining Flow in an Information Model
Execution of Flows
Defining a Generic Flow

Purpose
Ties together IoT with FSQ, showing where FSQ fits into the
IoT architecture and that it serves the same functionality as
the Process Management Functional Group in the IoT-ARM.
Indicates where FSQ functionality currently exists in the
commercial platform, and identifies missing features of FSQ.
Defines how virtual entities are defined and modelled in the
IoT-ARM. Important because flows in the proposed FSQ
implementation will be modelled the same way.
Describes how flow can be modeled in an information model
in the same manner a virtual entity is modelled.
Identifies and defines the components in the IoT-ARM that
are responsible for flow execution.
Describes the concept of a Generic Flow that can be used to
execute FSQ type flows with Quality of Service parameters
within the IoT-ARM architecture and Commercial IoT
Platform.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE FSQ MANAGER IN THE IOT ARM

In a previous paper, we determined that a commercial IoT Platform mapped nicely with the
functional groups and components of the IoT ARM. We will show in the tables below that the
Process Management Functional Group of the IoT ARM provides similar functionality defined
by the FSQ Manager.

Figure 2.3 - The IoT Process Management Group maps to the FSQ Manager.
We identified above that a ‘FSQ Manager’ is defined to instantiate and manage Flows
and to provide management functions (Hevner et al., 2002). We also indicated that the role of the
IoT Process Management Functional Group is to provide a mechanism for the modelling and
execution of business processes within the system through the execution of IoT Services. The
Process Management Functional Group interacts with the Service Orchestration FC and Service
Choreography FC to execute Flows in the system. The Process Management FG uses quality
information coming back from these interactions to determine how it will synchronize flows and
move them forward in the execution process. It should be clear from this description that there is
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significant overlap between the role of the IoT Process Management Functional Group as
defined by the IoT-ARM and the responsibilities documented for the FSQ Manager.
Through literature review, we assembled a set of requirements for an FSQ implementation and
identify where those requirements matched within the IoT-ARM. The following table outlines
where those requirements match.
The table demonstrates that much of the functionality required for an FSQ
implementation is the same as what is defined in the IoT Process Management Functional Group
of the IoT-ARM. The IoT Process Management Functional Group (comprised of the Process
Modelling FC and Process Execution FC) and the Service Organization FG has much of the
same functionality. There were a couple minor differences. The IoT-ARM did not state that
flows must be able to support ‘if then else’ logic. But this is an implementation detail, and the
IoT-ARM is intended to define architecture at a higher level. An IoT-ARM implementation
could absolutely have this support. The other requirement found in FSQ that was missing in the
IoT-ARM was that Quality of Service must be guaranteed at all levels in the architecture of the
system. This would be pratiacally very difficult to coordinate in a system comprised of differing
components from many different vendors implemented with different protocols.
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Table 2.3 - Requirements for a Flow-Quality-Service Framework
FSQ Implementation Requirement

IoT-ARM Process Management FG (Bassi et al., 2013)

An FSQ implementation leverages a system of nodes.
(Hevner et al., 2002)
An FSQ Manager within the architecture instantiates
flows and provides management functions (Hevner et
al., 2002).
Flow Requirements can be dictated by user’s business
rules (Hevner et al., 2002).
Flows allocate resources (Duan, Chen, & Xing, 2011, p.
718).
Flows are asynchronous (Hevner et al., 2002).

Page 128. Information Model could be defined in RDF.

Flows are evaluated against quality attributes (Hevner
et al., 2002).
Flows are expressed using a flow structure language for
requirements (Hevner et al., 2002).
Flows are scheduled (Duan et al., 2011, p. 718).
Flows can be recursive and nested (Linger et al., 2004).
Flows can invoke services that can invoke flows
(Hevner et al., 2002).
Flows have required quality levels that must be met
(Hevner et al., 2002.
Flows may have quality attributes including reliability,
availability, security, usability, interoperability,
accuracy and survivability among others (Hevner et al.,
2002).
Flows must be able to support ‘if then else’ logic
(Hevner et al., 2002).
Quality attributes may be computed (Linger et al.,
2004).
Quality of service must be guaranteed at all levels in
the system architecture (Duan et al., 2011, p. 718).
Service performance is measured (Duan et al., 2011, p.
718).
Services can be invoked from flows (Linger et al.,
2004).
Synchronization of flows (Hevner et al., 2002).

Page 169. The Process Execution FC executes IoT aware
processes aligns requirements with capabilities.
Page 169. Process Modelling FC models IoT aware business
processes.
Page 169. Component and service utilization.
Page 96. Asynchronous processing is intrinsic to IoT
Platforms.
Page 169. Process Execution FC aligns application
requirements and service capabilities.
Page 169. Process Modelling FC provides an environment for
modelling business processes.
Page 170. Services invoked by flows are managed via the
Choreography FC
Page 170. Services invoked by flows can invoke other
services.
Page 169. Process Execution FC utilizes services.
Page 170. Flows can request quality from Service
Orchestration FC
Page 169. Process Execution FC aligns application
requirements (read quality attributes) with service capabilities.

Not found.
Page 170: yes, in services and reported back to clients, like
workflow.
Not found.
Page 170. Yes, by the Service Orchestration FC
Page 170. Services invoked by flows can invoke other
services.
Page 169: Process Execution FC manages flows based on the
‘outcome of service invocations’.
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IDENTIFYING PROCESS MANAGEMENT IN THE COMMERCIAL IOT PLATFORM

Our previous work (DeSerranno, 2017), identified that a particular commercial IoT platform
mapped well onto the requirements defined in the IoT ARM. Given that this platform maps well
and the Process Management FG maps to the FSQ Manager as shown above, it follows that if we
look at the implementation of the Process Management Group in the commercial platform within
the bounds of the IoT ARM, we may find a reasonable architecture for implementing FSQ in IoT
Platforms.
The Process Management Group in the commercial platform is a workflow engine. While
it does not fulfill all requirements of Flow-Service-Quality, the foundation is there and it could
be enhanced in order serve that purpose. The Table below outlines the components present in the
commercial Status Device Cloud (Yahoo, 2016) IoT platform that are also in the FSQ
Framework, and what the shortcomings are. The score utilized in the following table is defined
by the author with a range of 1 to 3 representing, somewhat present (1) to fully present (3).
By looking we can see that the workflow engine in the commercial IoT Platform has
some of the requirements needed for FSQ, but there are some gaps. The commercial platform
contains only predefined workflows. Complex systems must be able to grow and adapt without
these fixed limitations, flow should be able to be added to a system dynamically. Flow in the
commercial platform only indicates success or failure. In FSQ, flows must be able to indicate
various levels of quality of service. In FSQ flows must be synchronized, in the commercial
platform they execute independently.
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Table 2.4 - Flow-Quality-Service Framework Components Present in the Commercial
Platform
Requirement
An FSQ implementation leverages a system
of nodes.
An FSQ Manager within the architecture
instantiates flows and provides
management functions.
Flow Requirements can be dictated by
user’s business rules.
Flows allocate resources.
Flows are asynchronous.
Flows are evaluated against quality
attributes.
Flows are expressed using a flow structure
language for requirements.
Flows are scheduled.
Flows can be recursive and nested.
Flows can invoke services that can invoke
flows.
Flows have required quality levels that
must be met.
Flows may have quality attributes including
reliability, availability, security, usability,
interoperability, accuracy, and
survivability among others.
Flows must be able to support ‘if then else’
logic.
Quality attributes may be computed.
Quality of service must be guaranteed at all
levels in the system architecture.
Service performance is measured
Services can be invoked from flows.

Score
3

Synchronization of flows.

1

3

Commercial Platform Implementation
Flows are defined using the information model which is defined
as a series of nodes and their relationships.
A workflow manager, akin to the FSQ Manager starts and
manages flows.

1

Commercial Platform contains only predefined workflows.

3
3
1

Flows can allocate resources and interact with services.
Present. Flows execute asynchronously.
Commercial platform has only success or failure.

3

Flows are defined in the data model.

3
3
3

Flows can be scheduled.
Flows can be recursive, nested.
Flows can invoke services, services could invoke flows.
No Quality Levels utilized.
Flows only have success or failure.

3

Conditions are utilized to provide if then else logic.
No quality attributes.
No quality attributes.

2

Service performance is not measured.
Services can be called from flows. But services are generally
interacted through the model in the commercial platform.
Flows execute independently.

By designing enhancements into the commercial system to satisfy the identified shortcomings,
we will have a functional implementation of FSQ from which a reference architecture could be
proposed.
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MODELLING VIRTUAL ENTITIES IN IOT-ARM

IoT systems use the concept of ‘Virtual Entities’ to define the sensors, actuators and equipment
(‘Physical Assets’) in the system (Bassi et al., 2013). A virtual entity is a virtual representation of
a physical asset. As the state of the device changes, the system will update the virtual entity in
the system and keep it synchronized with the asset. Clients to the IoT system can subscribe to the
value changes of the Virtual Entity, and in near real time observe the state of the Physical Asset.
Some systems are bi directional whereby a change in the Virtual Entity, an actuator for example,
will result in a change in the Physical Asset itself. This allows for such activities as turning on a
pump or lights to configuring a sensor. Properties and relationships of Virtual Entities can be
defined in any manner in an IoT System, they can be in defined in any number of database
formats or schemas. They are however often represented as a series of nodes in an information
model or information model. Node based technologies like Open Process Connectivity Unified
Architecture (‘OPC UA’) (OPC Foundation, 2016) which were initially developed for industrial
automation, are starting to find widespread adoption in other fields including IoT systems
(Schleipen, Sauer, & Wang, 2010). In such a system, the structure of the database is often saved
in a triple store format or something similar leveraging such technologies as Resource
Description Format (‘RDF’) and Web Information model Language (‘OWL’) (Pessemier et al.,
2013). The object-subject-predicate format used for defining physical assets in an IoT
information model is very useful.
Within the IoT-ARM the concept of IoT Services exists. IoT Services enable interactions
between Virtual Entities and the real world Physical Assets. While the IoT-ARM does not
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explicitly state the function these services provide, it can be imagined that they could perform
such operations as email and text notification, alarms, reporting or device configuration. We
argue that, as the complexity of IoT systems increases, the capabilities of the information model
are sometimes forgotten and are not fully leveraged. Information models in IoT systems are often
omitted or, if they are present, are limited to defining devices, actuators, and equipment
(Mineraud et al., 2016). Within IoT systems, the information model can represent more than just
devices (Kumar, 2015). We propose that definitions of FSQ flow can live within the information
model. We will demonstrate how they can be expressed, and how they could be utilized to
provide a possible implementation of Flow Service Quality in an IoT system.

DEFINING FLOW IN AN INFORMATION MODEL

The beauty of information models is that they can be used to define anything. With IoT systems
we have seen that they are used to define Physical Entities like sensors, actuators, and
equipment. The following image shows how a pump may be defined in an information model
using the object-subject-predicate format. Note that information models often define a type as a
template for the Virtual Asset to aid in discovery. The type structure was included in the diagram
below.
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Figure 2.4. Example of a Virtual Entity defined in an information model for an IoT
system
In addition to defining Physical Entitles, it is possible to define other types of entities
within the information model. The example below defines a flow, a ‘Set Value’ flow that can be
used to change a value elsewhere in the information model based on a condition or trigger
becoming true. In this example, a condition has been set up to monitor the fill level of a tank. If
the tank level gets too high, a condition will become true. The condition becoming true will start
the flow which changes the value on a pump to bring down the fill level of the tank. The
condition has four properties. The property it is monitoring, the ‘Fill Level’ of the tank. Two
properties to define the condition to be tested, in this case ‘is greater than 95’. And lastly an
‘IsActive’ property that becomes true if the condition is evaluated to true. The Set Value flow
uses the ‘Is Active’ state of the condition to determine if the workflow should start. When it does
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start, the Set Value workflow changes its target property, the ‘Is On’ property for a pump, to
TRUE allowing the fill level of the tank to come down, presumably preventing overflow.

Figure 2.5 - A Condition as a trigger and a ‘Set Value’ flow in the information model.

What has been demonstrated in this section is that flows can be defined in an information
model. The flow depicted here was a ‘Set Value’ flow, but clearly other flows could be defined.
We have not shown any indication of Quality of Service (‘QoS’) in this diagram, that will be
included in the following sections.
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EXECUTION OF FLOWS

With IoT systems the change in a virtual entity can, through interactions with IoT Services,
affect a change in the physical asset, allowing workflow to impact the physical world. Thus, the
flow changing the value in the information model as described above can impact the physical
device in this case the pump.
We have established that flows can be defined in an information model, but how do they
execute? What services produce the actual work? Looking at the IoT-ARM architecture a section
exists for managing such flows. The IoT Process Management Functional Group (‘FG’) has two
sections for managing flow, these are the Process Modelling Functional Component (‘FC’) and
the Process Execution Functional Component. (Bassi et al., 2013) (Figure 2.6).
The Process Management FC enables the modelling of IoT business processes (Bassi et
al., 2013). Clearly our information model defining our flow qualifies nicely as the modelling
requirement for this FC. The Process Execution FC is responsible for execution of the flow
through reading the flows that have been modelled, invoking services, and allocating resources
within the IoT system to execute the task. Previous research in Flow-Service-Quality (‘FSQ’)
(Hevner et al., 2009) identify an FSQ manager that is responsible for managing the flows. It is
the FSQ Managers’ job to map a flow request to a flow instance. Within the information model
we can define a ‘type’ of flow as a template. We can create an ‘instance’ of a flow in the
information model. The FSQ Manager can update the instance in the information model, setting
properties on various nodes to indicate the current state of the flow. Quality of service has been
an increasing concern for complex architectures. Control of QoS increases the quality products
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and services developed, fulfilling customer expectations and improving customer satisfaction
(Cardoso et al., 2004). The FSQ Manager can also update quality, performance, and other
factors of the flow as it executes. Clearly the FSQ manager has substantially the same
responsibilities as the Process Execution FC.

Figure 2.6. The FSQ Manager is a functional replacement for the Process Execution FC
in the IoT ARM.

As the FSQ manager executes instructions from the flow it interacts with the Service
Orchestration FC and Service Choreography FC (Figure 2.6). These components execute IoT
services, coordinate Flows and report back various quality indicators to the Process Execution
FC (FSQ Manager) (Bassi et al., 2013). The FSQ Manager can take the quality and status
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information it receives, and update quality of service properties that may exist on the flow. The
FSQ Manager can also change how the flow will progress, or terminate the flow based on
business rules. The IoT ARM has a Virtual Entity Service as a functional component that allows
clients access to the virtual entities in the information model (Bassi et al., 2013). Clients
interested in tracking the progression of the flow and its quality parameters can subscribe to this
service to receive notifications such as when the flow completes. Clients being notified of flow
state and termination is a requirement defined in FSQ literature (Hevner et al., 2009). The
diagram below (Figure 2.7) has been expanded to include possible QoS properties on the Set
Value flow as well as an ‘IsCompleted’ property that clients could use to be notified of flow
completion.
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Figure 2.7. Diagram of a flow, QoS properties, the condition to trigger the flow and the
virtual asset that is modified.

DEFINING A GENERIC FLOW

One of the drawbacks of work flow is they are predetermined by the developers of a system. The
Set Value flow for example, identified in the diagrams above, has a fixed set of business rules
that it is executing. In a perfect world, users (with the appropriate security privileges) should be
able to define a flow and introduce it to the system. They should be able to do this without the
system being shut down or recompiled, and newly added flows should be discoverable by users
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of the system and the system should be able to instantiate an instance of the flow and execute it.
Flows should be able to utilize new indications of quality in the system as they become available.
Another consideration, particularly for FSQ, is that you are dealing with many disparate
components, often off the shelf, from different vendors. You cannot define a fixed structure for
flow and quality that satisfies FSQ requirements that will be adhered to by all vendors. It is not
realistic. You cannot go back and reengineer all the components of a system.
To address these concerns, we propose a generic mechanism by which flows can be
defined and added to the information model of the system. Users browsing the model can
discover these generic flows and make a request to the FSQ manager to create an instance of one
and start its execution. The flow will interact with the information model and services as it needs
to. It can define its own QoS requirements and capabilities based on the components that it
interacts with, components with which it has some level of knowledge and compatibility.
We introduce the concept of a ‘Generic Flow’. A Generic Flow can be used to define and
execute any flow. The Generic Flow would be defined in the information model like our Set
Value flow in the previous example. New flows are defined as a Generic Flow by end users and
added to the system if given permission by system administrators. They can be created and
introduced into the system at any time without shutting the system down. The FSQ Manager will
be able to create an instance of a Generic Flow in the model and execute these flows updating
their progress by updating properties on the flow in the information model. Users interested in
the progress of the flow, or other properties on the flow like Quality, can subscribe value changes
of properties on the flows virtual entity in the information model. Because the flows are in the
information model they are discoverable through browsing.
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The following defines the implementation details of a Generic Flow:

A Generic Flow is made up of four parts:
•

Common Properties

•

Quality of Service Properties

•

Conditions

•

Execution Assembly

Figure 2.8 - Diagram of a Generic Flow and the FSQ Manager.

The FSQ Manager reads and writes values to the common properties of the flow as it
creates it and waits for its completion (Figure 2.7). It will monitor conditions on the flow to see
when the flow should be started. The execution assembly is the business logic of the flow. This
is executable code that could be implemented in .NET or other languages like Java, it is stored in
the flow as a byte array (binary code). When the FSQ manager needs to start the flow, it will
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load the executable code and run it. The executable code will modify common properties of the
flow, like flow state, it will also read and write to QoS properties in the flow. The following
defines these components in more detail:

Common Properties of a Flow

All Generic Flows have the following properties (Table 2.5). Administrators can write to any
values of a flow. R/W (Read/Write) indicates properties that creators of a flow can modify
(Write). The FSQ manager and Execution Assembly may write to any properties. Types like
‘ConditionBehavior’ are defined more fully in Appendix 2.3 - Enumerations.

Table 2.5 - Common Properties of a Generic Flow
Name
ConditionBehavior

Type
ConditionBehavior

R/W
R

Description

Text

RW

DesiredStartTime

DateTime

RW

EndTime

DateTime

R

ExecutionAssembly

Bytes

RW

ExecutionAssemblyType

AssemblyType

RW

Id
Name

GUID
Text

R
RW

StartTime
State

DateTime
FlowState

R
R
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Description
Indicates how the FSQ Manager should
evaluate conditions on this flow. The default
value is Any, indicating if any condition
becomes true the flow will start.
The description of what the flow does.
The time the client would like the flow
execution to be started. The default value is
Now.
The time the flow ended execution.
The binary source code that will be executing
the business logic for the flow. The binary
source could be binary, pseudo code or script.
The type of source code that is in the
ExecutionAssembly.
Unique value generated on flow creation.
The common display name of the flow.
The time the FSQ Manager started the flow.
The current state of the flow. Default value is
Created. When a flow is finished executing,
this property will be Completed.

Execution Assembly
The Execution Assembly is the business logic of the flow. The logic can be simple, or it can be
complex. It could be synchronous or asynchronous. It may have QoS properties that it reads and
updates from the Quality of Service Properties of the flow, or it may have none. It may execute
and react differently depending on the values of the QoS properties. It may create and monitor its
own flows (sub flows).
The Execution Assembly is created by the author of the flow. It could be written in a
number of different technologies, the ExecutionAssemblyType property of the flow indicates
which technology the ExcutionAssembly was written in. The binary code to be execute the
business logic is stored in the ExecutionAssembly property of the flow as a byte array. This
property is stored in the Information Model of the system like any other property.

Quality of Service Properties
Users of a flow will provide the flow with its initial quality requirements when the flow is
instantiated. The qualities being tracked can vary from flow to flow and are determined by the
implementer of the flow. The following QoS properties are examples of what could be on a
given flow.

•

Reliability

•

Availability

•

Security

•

Usability
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•

Interoperability

•

Accuracy

•

Survivability

The flow would have these properties publicly available and they would be updated by the
business logic of the execution assembly as the flow progresses. The business logic within the
execution assembly could also contain branches, if-then-else statements that impact the
execution path of the business logic based on the QoS parameters. Clients can track the state and
quality of the flow as the flow progresses by subscribing to value changes on the QoS properties.

Conditions
Conditions are used to start a flow. If a flow has no conditions, it will start when it is created.
The FSQ manager will monitor the conditions and look at the ConditionBehaviour of the flow to
determine if a flow should start. A flow may start if any of the conditions become true, if all of
the conditions become true or if none of the conditions are true.
A condition is relatively simple. It has a TargetValuePath which points to a property of a virtual
asset in the information model (TargetProperty). It has a value to test against the TargetProperty
and an equality operator to indicate how to compare the two properties. The following table
presents properties of a condition.
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Table 2.6 - Properties of Conditions
Name

Type

Description

EqualityOperator

Equality

IsActive

Boolean

Name

Text

Indicates how to evaluate the TargetProperty of
the condition with the TargetValue. The default is
Equals.
Indicates if the conditions logic is satisfied.
Checks the TargetValue against the Value testing
with the Equality operator.
The display name of the condition.

TargetValuePath

Text

Value

Any

A path in the information model to a property on
a virtual asset (TargetProperty) of the condition.
The value to test against the Target property.

The following example is a condition that tests if a tank is becoming full:
TargetValuePath = Assets\Tank1\FillLevel
Value = 95.1
EqualityOperator = Greater Than
When the fill level in the tank is greater than 95.1 the condition will become active and its
IsActive property will become true. If a flow had this condition and if the ConditionBehavior
property on the flow was set to ‘Any’ (any condition becoming active may start the flow), then
the flow would execute, possibly opening a valve to release the overflow of the tank.

CONCLUSION

Flow-Service-Quality Engineering provides a framework upon which one can build a large-scale
system that can serve as a stable platform in a complex asynchronous environment that is
constantly changing with varying function, components, and use. Literature reviews do not
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produce any reference architectures or proposed implementations of such a system. This paper
has proposed such an implementation within the context of an IoT Architectural Reference
Model.
The IoT-ARM was developed through the evaluation of existing IoT systems, and with
the input of practitioners and academics. It is therefore a reasonable representation of the state of
the art with respect to IoT systems. The IoT-ARM defines Virtual Entities as a representation of
Physical Assets in an IoT system. These Virtual Entities can be sensors, equipment, or actuators
that are defined with an information model. But they could be extended to include other types of
entities, like flow definitions. We have demonstrated that the Process Modelling FC within the
IoT-ARM could include definitions of flow with quality of service attributes in the form of a
‘Generic Flow’ that could be used to dynamically implement any type of flow functionality into
the system. Generic Flows would be stored in the information model as virtual entities. We have
shown that the FSQ manager as it is defined in FSQ literature, functionally maps to the Process
Execution FC of the IoT-ARM. It is the responsibility of this component to read the flow as it is
defined in the information model and to start execution of the flow. State and quality of service
parameters on the flow would be updated by the business logic of the ExecutionAssembly of the
Generic Flow which was loaded and executed by the FSQ manager. This is the same set of
expected functions to be performed by the Process Management FC as it is defined in the IoT
ARM. Client applications can connect to the information model in the IoT ARM through the
Virtual Entity FC. They can receive notifications as to how the flow is progressing or when it
terminates. They could also monitor changes in the quality of service attributes on the flow.
These are requirements within Flow Service Quality engineering.
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Reference Models are intended to evolve as new methods, architectures, and
understanding come to light (Cloutier et al., 2010). In this paper, we propose that Flow Service
Quality fits cleanly into the IoT-ARM architecture. We defined an implementation whereby an
information model was used to describe flow in complex systems, flows that satisfy requirements
of Flow-Service-Quality engineering. We further suggest that the IoT ARM reference
architecture could be evolved through the inclusion of Flow Service Quality concepts into the
IoT Process Management Functional Group of the IoT-ARM. This may be an area of further
study.
The work done in this paper could be used as the basis for a functional specification
document for the implementation of FSQ in the commercial IoT platform by way of Generic
Flows. It could also serve to improve other complex systems like those managing Smart Cities
(Gaur, Scotney, Parr, & McClean, 2015).
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EXPANDING THE FUNCTIONALITY OF AN IOT PLATFORM WITH FLOWSERVICE-QUALITY

ABSTRACT
Complex software systems like Internet of Things (‘IoT’) platforms are asynchronous in nature
and rely on various software and hardware components with varying degrees of reliability and
connectivity. This creates a challenge when creating a dependable and robust system. Flow
Service Quality (‘FSQ’) Engineering practices have been proposed to address some of these
challenges and improve the availability and reliability of these complex systems, but to date
there are few examples of such solutions being implemented. In previous work we identified that
a commercial IoT mapped very well to an IoT Architectural Reference Model (‘IoT-ARM’). We
also investigated FSQ engineering and how it fit into the IoT-ARM. Lastly, we proposed an
implementation for how the commercial IoT platform could implement FSQ. In this paper, we
will document how FSQ was implemented into a commercial IoT Platform. We evaluate the
functional improvements and capabilities it provided to the users of the system through use of a
use case and feedback from users of the system.

Keywords: IoT, IoT-A, IIoT, Flow Semantics, Software Architecture
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INTRODUCTION

IoT (‘Internet of Things’) (Madakam, 2015) platforms perform many complex Flows involving
asynchronous flows of data and control. These Flows include data collection, data archiving,
alarms and notifications, report generation, data analytics and providing data visualization.
Historically, similar systems were much more rigid, synchronous, and domain-specific. Consider
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (‘SCADA’) systems. Used primarily in
manufacturing, they provide much the same functionality that the IoT platform provides, the
system provides command and control to a manufacturing environment on a private network. In
these industrial environments, machines and equipment connect to actuators, programmable
logic controllers (‘PLC’) or similar devices. Analog and digital signals from the equipment
connect to the PLC allowing for the PLC to hold various readings and information in memory
registers. Power to the equipment flows through the PLC allowing changes in memory registers
of the PLC to turn equipment on or off. In this environment, the SCADA system connects to the
PLC, reads memory registers, and monitors various activities on the equipment. The SCADA
system can control the equipment by reading and modifying registers in the PLC. This
environment is quite rigid with the SCADA system being connected directly to the PLC. If the
SCADA system loses a connection to the PLC, it will know immediately and can alert operators
of the system accordingly. If the SCADA system attempts to write to a register in the PLC and
the connection to the PLC is lost, or the write to the PLC fails, the SCADA system knows and
can immediately notify the operator that the write failed (Figure 3.1). All activities in the system
including such read and write operations are expected to execute in near real time.
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Figure 3.1 - Depiction of synchronous interaction between a client application and
SCADA system.

IoT platforms can provide many similar functions to those a SCADA system provides.
Instead of PLCs, IoT platforms tend to connect to sensors and actuators, but in general they have
many similarities to a SCADA system. They will collect and archive data to a historian. Perform
some analytics, reporting, and allow for visualization of the information by end users. There are
differences because IoT platforms are more decentralized with many of the systems services
hosted remotely in the cloud. Clients access the system through the Internet using web browsers
and mobile devices. This results in a more unreliable and unpredictable environment. Where
various software and hardware components in a SCADA system are connected and fixed, within
an IoT platform software components, services, and hardware may be added or removed from
the system at any time. These components and services could have various degrees of reliability
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and latency in response. As such, IoT platforms are very asynchronous in nature with loose
coupling. This creates complexity when one considers reliability. When an IoT system turns on
an actuator it will not return an immediate indication of success or failure. It will return that it
received the request, and then determine what services and components are needed to satisfy the
request asynchronously… adding "intelligence" to the system. Often there is no mechanism to
notify the client that the intended target device received the write, only that the IoT platform
successfully received the write value request (Figure 3.2). There is no mechanism to indicate to
the system that it should continue to retry the request for a period of time, or use alternate
services for satisfying the request.

Figure 3.2 - A depiction of an asynchronous request in an IoT system with no
confirmation of delivery.

In such an environment is the need for quality. The actuator will be turned on
asynchronously, but what performance level is acceptable to the client? Does it need to be done
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immediately or within the next 60 minutes? If the actuator is unavailable, is it OK for the IoT
platform to continue to try to access the actuator for a period of several hours to satisfy the
request? How is the client ultimately notified of the result?
To understand these issues and to provide possible solutions, we applied the concepts of
Flow-Service-Quality (‘FSQ’) (Hevner et al., 2009). FSQ identifies that modern software
systems, like IoT platforms, are complex in nature. They are asynchronous, made up of many
components with varying degrees of performance and reliability. Hardware and software
components of these systems are developed by multiple vendors leveraging a diverse set of
protocols and standards often without any cooperation or knowledge of each other. FSQ
promotes the idea of an architecture whereby these complex problems are addressed. This paper
leveraged previous work to briefly investigate the design of IoT platforms and identify where
FSQ capabilities live in such an architecture. It looks at a proposed implementation of FSQ in a
commercial IoT Platform. It investigates how the FSQ functionality is being used in the
commercial platform and identifies what customer problems it has addressed. Lastly, the paper
reaches out to existing IoT system integrators that use the commercial IoT platform and asks for
their feedback on the implementation of FSQ, and how they could leverage it to improve the
solutions that they provide to their customers. (This is the research question. It could be in the
abstract as well.)
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INTRODUCTION TO FLOW-SERVICE-QUALITY (FSQ) ENGINEERING

Flow-Service-Quality (‘FSQ’) Engineering provides a framework upon which one can build a
large-scale system that can serve as a stable platform in a complex asynchronous environment
where the system’s capabilities and components are changing overtime (Linger et al., 2004). This
will result in a system of that is far more robust and flexible improving the operation and
capabilities of large scale networked systems. Flows are a collection of asynchronously
communicating components that use or provide some set of services to satisfy business
requirements (Hevner et al., 2009) Flow has similarities to workflow (Hevner et al., 2002). In
workflow, requests are made on the system to perform certain tasks, these Flows allocate
resources, execute services, operate asynchronously and must be tracked for completion (Becker
et al., 2002). But FSQ goes well beyond workflow and has some unique characteristics. FSQ
utilizes flow structures as a bridge between services and the requirements that are invoked on the
system. These requirements may have different demands, they may require a certain level of
performance, reliability, and security. As such, flow structures will use the quality of these
indicators to make decisions about how the flow should execute (Linger et al., 2004). Services
that are acted on by flows satisfy business requirements and may themselves execute flows in a
recursive manner (Hevner et al., 2002).

IMPLEMENTATION OF FSQ IN THE COMMERCIAL IOT PLATFORM

In previous work ‘Evaluation of a Commercial IoT Platform using IoT-A’ (DeSerranno, 2017a),
we evaluated a commercial IoT platform and compared it to the Internet of Things Architectural
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Reference Model (‘IoT-ARM’) (Bassi et al., 2016). Also in previous work, ‘A Reference
Architecture for Flow Semantics in IoT Systems’ (DeSerranno, 2017b), we investigated how
FSQ can be integrated into an IoT Reference Architecture. We looked for and found some pieces
of the IoT platform that could serve as the foundation for FSQ within the commercial IoT
platform. Looking at the architecture defined in the IoT-ARM, the foundation found in the
commercial platform, and the requirements for FSQ, we were able to document an architecture
for FSQ that could be implemented within the commercial system. The proposed architecture for
the commercial IoT platform (DeSerranno, 2017b) leveraged the information model of the
system for defining different kinds of flows, their quality and security requirements. The concept
of an information model is sometimes referred to as an ontology, schema, or data model. Each
flow has a base set of properties for things like the flow state (started, abandoned, completed). It
can also have its own set of properties for quality that provide the flow with indicators on how it
should execute. Within the flow is the flow execution logic. This is an array of bytes that can be
loaded by the IoT platform and executed. The flow behavior and logic are located in this array of
bytes which could be implemented in software languages like .NET, Java or native code.
In June of 2017, the B-Scada development team implemented FSQ capabilities in the
commercial Status Device Cloud (‘SDC’) (Yahoo, 2016) IoT platform. The changes required to
implement FSQ in the commercial system were not extensive, and are outlined below.

Defining a Flow Base
The information model is central to the Status Device Cloud system, users can define their own
types and properties and extend the system to have a schema specific for their implementation of
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the solution. For example, a user could define a pump with a flow rate and pressure properties, or
a hotel room with temperature, humidity, and motion (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 - Depiction of an information model being populated by device data and being
referenced by client applications.
Data flows into the model from devices, services, other applications or direct from end
users. Client applications can connect to the model and be notified of new values as the change.
Clients and can also write back to the model changing values which are transmitted back to the
devices and services allowing for control. There are also ‘system’ types in the model, types
defined and used by the SDC internal services and components. These types can include things
like User Accounts and Alarms (see Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 - Screen shot of an information model in the information model design
software with the system types highlighted.

The first step in implementing FSQ in the commercial platform is defining a ‘Flow Base”
system type in the information model (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 - Identifies the FlowBase system type being added to the information model.

This type implements the common flow properties (See Table 3.1) as defined in the
proposed FSQ architecture for the commercial IoT platform (DeSerranno, 2017b) and is the basis
for all flow structures in the system. Users will create their flows as a sub type of the Flow Base.
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Table 3.1 - Overview of the Common Flow Properties Found on Flow Base.
Name
Description

Type
Text

R/W
RW

Description
The description of what the flow does.

DesiredStartTime

DateTime

RW

EndTime

DateTime

R

The time the client would like the flow
execution to be started. The default value is
Now.
The time the flow ended execution.

ExecutionAssembly

Bytes

RW

ExecutionAssemblyType

AssemblyType

RW

Id
Name

GUID
Text

R
RW

StartTime
State

DateTime
FlowState

R
R

The binary source code that will be executing
the business logic for the flow. The binary
source could be binary, pseudo code or script.
The type of source code that is in the
ExecutionAssembly.
Unique value generated on flow creation.
The common display name of the flow.
The time the FSQ Manager started the flow.
The current state of the flow. Default value is
Created. When a flow is finished executing,
this property will be Completed.

Defining the User Defined Flow
Types within the information model have inheritance whereby a type inherits all the properties
and behaviors of its parent. For a user to create a flow within the system they would define a new
flow as a sub type of ‘FlowBase’. This new type would inherit all the properties of ‘FlowBase’
and can define new properties that belong to the new type of flow being created. Often users will
create properties that define quality requirements of the flow. Figure 3.6 shows a new user
defined flow named ‘Pump Management Flow’ that inherits the properties from ‘FlowBase’ and
has some of its own properties highlighted.
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Figure 3.6 - Screen shot of a user defined flow in the information model as a subtype of
FlowBase.

Once the implementer of this new flow creates the flow type as a subtype of FlowBase, they
would need to add the flow logic to the flow.

Creating Flow Execution Logic

The logic of the flow is implemented by the creator of the flow. The creator would implement a
.NET assembly that implements the logic of the flow. It may be possible to implement the
system to include other types of assemblies like native assemblies, Java jar files or script. The
executing assembly would do the heavy lifting of executing the flow logic. It would read the
custom properties of the flow to determine how the flow should behave and execute. The logic
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would also write back to the properties of the flow. Properties that users of the flow may be
monitoring to understand how the flow is executing, what its state might be, or to get error
information. Once the user has created the assembly, the logic is added to the flow in the
information model. The flow assembly is saved as an array of bytes and saved on the
‘AssemblyBytes’ property of the flow. When the flow is executed, this execution logic will be
run. For a user to add the flow logic to the system, they would use the user interface of the
system to select a .NET assembly. The bytes of this assembly would be saved to the
ExecutingAssembly property of the flow. The flow now has its execution logic.
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Figure 3.7 - Screen shot of user selecting the flow logic as a .NET assembly and having it
assigned to the ExecutingAssembly property of the custom flow.

The requirements for the executing assembly implanting the flow are minimal. The assembly
needs to implement a fixed interface the system will use to manage the flow. The system requires
that the executing assembly implement the ICustomFlow interface (see Appendix 3.1). This
interface has three methods on it.
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Initialize: The initialize method has one parameter that is passed to the method by the system.
This parameter is the ITaskModel interface (see Appendix 3.1). This interface has methods that
allow the executing assembly to have access to the properties defined on the flow, and methods
for reading, writing and interacting with the information model.
PropertyChanged: The system will monitor the properties of the user’s flow. If a property in the
information model is changed, the system will notify the flow logic of the property change by
calling the PropertyChanged method on the execution logic.
Execute: To start the execution logic of the flow, the system will call Execute method on the
execution assembly. The user should implement the logic of the flow in this method. The system
will pass a cancelation token into the execute method that the user can use to notify the system
that the flow should be aborted.

FSQ Manager Service

The FSQ Manager helps manage flows, it is responsible for their activation. Within SDC the
FSQ Manager is implemented as a windows service (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8 - Screen shot of a computers services including the IoT Platform Services with
the FSQ Manager highlighted.

Flows are defined as a type in the SDC information model. When a client wants to
execute the flow, they will indicate to the system that they would like to have an instance of a
flow created. The flow type is used as a template for the creation of a new instance of the flow.
All properties of the flow instance are populated with data from the flow type, including the
ExecutingAssembly code. The system can have multiple instances of various kinds of flows
running simultaneously. The FSQ Manager Service detects when a new flow is added to the
information model. It will verify that the flow is legitimate by locating the ICustomFlow
interface on the flow. The FSQ Manager will call the Initialize method on the flow passing in the
ITaskModel interface that the execution logic can use to access the model and flow property
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changes. The FSQ Manager will then monitor the DesiredStartTime of the flow and when the
flow is ready to be executed it will call the Execute method on the ExecutingAssembly passing
in a CancellationToken. The logic of the flow will then begin to execute. Part of the execution
process would involve the logic of the flow interacting with the information model, modifying,
creating or deleting parts of the model as needed. Other services in the system watch various
parts of the model and react accordingly. The ‘Pump Management Flow’ for example may
modify the ‘IsOn’ property of a pump in the information model. An IoT service that watches the
information model (and pumps in particular), knows that if the ‘IsOn’ property of the virtual
pump is set to true (the pump in the information model), the service is to communicate with the
physical pump to turn it on.

Summary of Flow Creation
In summary, for a flow to be created and executed in the system the following would be
done:
1) A new flow type is created as a subtype of FlowBase. This type inherits all the properties
of FlowBase and has some its own properties. These properties are often related to
performance or quality requirements.
2) The creator of the flow implements the execution logic of the flow in a binary assembly
or dynamic link library and set the ExecutionAssembly property of the flow to the binary
executable code as a byte array. The implementer of this login would need to implement
the ICustomFlow interface on the ExecutingAssembly.
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3) The end user asks the system to create an instance of the flow. The flow is created, and
the user can set the quality and performance parameters as needed as well as the start
time.
4) The FSQ Manager will detect the creation of the flow, locate the ICustomFlow interface
in the ExecutingAssembly and initialize it with ITaskModel so the execution logic will
have access to the information model.
5) The FSQ Manager service will watch the StartTime of the flow, and start it when
required. It will call Execute on the ExecutingAssembly passing in the cancellation token.

From this point forward the flow is run by the execution logic within the
ExecutionAssembly. The logic will read performance and quality parameters on the flow, and
execute accordingly. When compete, it is obligated to set its FlowState property to completed.

EVALUATING AN FSQ IMPLEMENTATION

To determine if the implementation of FSQ into the commercial IoT platform enhanced the
functionality and robustness of the system, we evaluated the FSQ implementation using three
different methods:
1) Sample Use Case - We created a use case outlining a Flow that a client may want to
undertake that was not possible or could only be partially accomplished prior to FSQ. We
outline how a flow would be created in the commercial IoT Platform to address the need,
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show how it is executed and identify how it is an improvement over what was possible
with the system prior to FSQ.
2) Third Party Evaluation - The commercial IoT Platform is used by B-Scada (developer of
the system) to develop IoT solutions for end users in various markets. The system is also
used by a handful of IoT system integrators (Third Parties) that build industrial and
commercial solutions for their own clients. We will solicit feedback from these system
integrators on their impression of FSQ and how they might use it to improve the solutions
they develop for their clients.
3) Expert Analysis - We will draw on the expertise of the developers of the commercial IoT
platform to provide feedback into how adding FSQ into the system has enhanced the
system capabilities and function.

Sample Use Case – Pump Control

In the following use case, we will demonstrate how a flow is used to reliably control a pump in
the SDC commercial IoT platform. A pump type has been defined in the information model
(Figure 3.9). The pump type has some properties like ‘Current’ indicating how much electricity
the pump is drawing, ‘Flow Rate’ to indicate how much the work the pump is doing, and an
‘IsOn’ property that indicates if the pump is turned on or not.
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Figure 3.9 - Screen shot of the pump type and its properties in the information model.

Virtual instances of physical pumps are also in the model, they are clones of the pump
‘type’. These are known as assets in the commercial IoT platform (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10 - An instance of a pump in the information model.
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All virtual pump instances in the model are monitored by an IoT service in the
commercial software known as the ‘Data Connector Service’, it is implemented as a Windows
Service and can be see listed in Figure 3.8. A diagram of how the DataConnector Service
functions is depicted in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11 - Depiction of how the Data Connector Service consumes device data and
updates the information model (B-Scada, 2017).
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The Data Connector Service monitors equipment using various protocols, and uses a
configuration file to tell it what properties on the physical devices ‘map’ to what properties of the
information model in SDC. As the Data Connector Service detects changes in the physical pump,
it will update various properties of the virtual pump in the information model. If the Data
Connector Service detects that the ‘IsOn’ property of the virtual pump in the information model
is changed, it will turn the physical pump on or off accordingly. Likewise, if the IoT Service
detects that the physical pump has been modified, it will update the virtual pumps ‘IsOn’
property.
Prior to the FSQ implementation, a client would set the ‘IsOn’ property of the pump to
true or false in the model, but not know if the physical pump was turned on or off. As the ‘IsOn’
property was changed in the model, SDC would broadcast a notification that the value changed.
But there was no real way of knowing if the Data Connector Service that turns the physical pump
on or off was listening for the broadcast. Maybe the service was down or there were
communication errors, maybe it received the message but was unable to contact the physical
pump to fulfill the request. The asynchronous nature of the system introduced a lot of uncertainty
for the client that needs to know if the pump was actually turned on or not.
In a perfect world, the client wishing to control the pump may want the following functionality
to ensure the pump is reliably controlled through the IoT Platform:

1) The client must be able to set the ‘IsOn’ property of the virtual pump to indicate it
wants to turn the physical pump on or off.
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2) The client would like to know when the pump was actually turned on/off based on the
flow of electric current to the physical pump.
3) If the IoT Service was unavailable, the client would like the system to retry the
request for a specified period of time before aborting the operation.
4) If the request was aborted, the client would like to receive an error code that defines
the reason for failure.
To implement the pump control functionality defined by the client, we could propose a
‘Pump Management Flow’. This flow would be created in the information model as a subtype of
‘FlowBase’, inheriting all the base properties of a flow. But it would also have its own properties
as outlined in the following Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 - Properties of the Pump Management Flow.
Property Name

Property Type

Description

PumpIsOn

Boolean

Controls if the pump is on or off and
indicates its current state.

PumpErrorCode

Integer

An error code identifying why the flow
could not execute.

RetryDuration

TimeSpan

How long the flow should try to satisfy the
request before aborting.

PumpBrowsePath

String

The path of where the virtual pump is
located in the information model.
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Figure 3.12 - Screen shot of an instance of a Pump Management flow in the information
model.

The implementer of the flow would implement the execution logic of the flow in binary
form (.NET), and would set the ‘ExecutionAssembly’ property of the flow to hold the executable
code.
The creation of an instance of a ‘Pump Management Flow’ would be done as follows:
1) A client would indicate to SDC that it wants to create an instance of a ‘Pump
Management Flow’ (Figure 3.12). This is done synchronously; the Id of this new flow
is returned to the client so it can access the flows properties.
2) When the flow was created in the information model by SDC, the FSQ Manager
detected the creation of the flow, it called Initialize on the flow passing to it the
interfaces needed to access the information model and started to watch the flow
StartTime property.
3) The client sets the PumpBrowsePath on the flow to the path of the pump in the
information model, example “Assets\Pump A1”. The execution logic will use this
path to locate the pump in the information model.
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4) The client sets the desired state of the pump by modifying the PumpIsOn property of
the flow, example “True”.
5) The client starts to monitor the FlowState property of the flow to know when it has
finished executing. This property will be set by the execution logic of the flow.
6) The client sets the StartTime of the flow to ‘now’. The FSQ Manager service will
then call Execute on the flow logic and transition the ‘FlowState’ property of the flow
to ‘Started’.

The execution of the flow is implemented in the logic of the binary code stored in the
‘ExecutionAssembly’. For the ‘Pump Management Flow’, this logic may execute as follows:

1) The flow logic would locate the virtual pump in the information model using the
PumpBrowsePath property on the flow which could have a value like “Assets\Pump
A1”. If the pump could not be located in the model, it would set an appropriate error
code on the ‘PumpErrorCode’ property and set the ‘FlowState’ to Aborted. Clients
would be notified the flow stopped by the change in the ‘FlowState’ property and can
read this error code to know why the operation failed.
2) Once the pump was located in the information model, the flow logic would set the
‘IsOn’ property of the virtual pump, to the desired value indicated by the ‘PumpIsOn’
property of the flow. Remember, the Data Connector Service is monitoring the virtual
pump in the model and interacting with the physical pump as the model changes.
3) If the physical pump has been turned off and the IoT Service is functioning properly,
the ‘Current’ property of the physical, and virtual pump should go to a value of 0 (no
electric current) as the pump is shut down. If the pump was turned on the ‘Current’
property should go to a non-0 value.
4) The flow logic can watch the Current property on the virtual pump to know if the
physical pump was successfully turned on or off as desired by the client. If all
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executes as intended, the flow logic can set the ‘FlowState’ to ‘Completed’. The
client will receive the notification the flow has executed successfully.
5) If the flow logic does not see the ‘Current’ property reacting as expected, it can wait
for the ‘RetryDuration’ to see if the Data Connector Service can get the request
completed. If the ‘RetryDuration’ expires, the flow logic can set the ‘FlowState’ to
‘Aborted’, it can check the ‘ErrorCode’ property of the virtual pump to see if there is
useful information it can pass onto the client through the ‘PumpErrorCode’ on the
flow.

The FSQ Implementation of the pump control is superior than the previous, asynchronous
control implemented in SDC. Some of the differences are summarized in the following Table
3.3:

Table 3.3 - Summary of differences between FSQ and non-FSQ functionality of pump
control.
Without FSQ

With FSQ

Control over Start time of the request.

No

Yes

Verification that the Data Connector Service is available to satisfy
the request.

No

Yes

Verification that the pump was turned on.

No

Yes

Pump or IoT Service error codes available. (Pump Error Code)

Limited

Yes

Ability to specify a retry interval (Quality).

No

Yes

The FSQ implementation allows us to control when the request to start the pump is
executed. We could even cancel the request before it executes if desired. The execution logic can
look at the timestamp of the current property on the pump. This property should be getting
updated on a regular basis, if it is not, it means the Data Connector Service is not executing.
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When this information is returned to the user, it provides better information on possible reasons
why the request could not be executed. The Data Connector Service should be updating the
current property in the model from the current property of the physical pump. Once the request
to turn on the pump is processed, the execution logic of the flow can monitor this current
property of the virtual pump to make sure the value of the current reflects the desired on or off
state of the pump set by the client. This verification was not previously available. The client can
also specify a retry interval directing the flow to continue to retry the request for a specified
period of time before aborting the operation. This functionality was not available prior to the
implementation of FSQ.
The quality in the example was simple, implementation of a retry period. A more
sophisticated flow could have a whole series of behaviors within its execution logic making
decisions based on several quality parameters specified in the flow. It could also have secondary
services it could interact with to execute the clients request. It should also be evident that flows
can create and/or monitor other flows in the model as part of their execution process creating a
much more complex path of execution. We chose a simple example here to provide clarity and
understanding of how FSQ was implemented within the commercial IoT Platform.

Third Party Evaluation
In addition to the developers of the system, we also asked 19 users of the system for their input
on the value of FSQ in the commercial IoT platform, we received a response from 6. The process
of soliciting feedback from system integrators on the implementation of FSQ within SDC
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involved the sending of an email that introduced FSQ, what its intended use is and how a system
integrator could use it in their solutions. The questions can be found in Appendix 3.2.
The following is a summary of some of the comments that came back from the system
integrators.
Positive Comments

The clear majority of the comments were positive. The system integrators indicated that they
would now have finer control over their interactions with the system, having “the opportunity to
manage the outcome of an event”. The custom properties (quality) allows for the avoidance of
unreliable and malfunction components of the system. They indicated that prior to FSQ they had
the ability to monitor that and event was happening, they also had the ability to report on the
parameters involved, but now they could initiate action to remedy the situation they were facing.
Many of the comments were related to improved functionality, the ability to initiate an event on
a more complex set of parameters “supporting much more complex audits, predictive
maintenance workflow, etc.”. Users also indicated that additional factors that were previously
considered of no consequence that may contribute to a malfunction can now be considered. Some
common words used in the user’s responses included ‘robust’, ‘efficient’, and ‘flexible’.

Negative Comments

Not all comments were positive. There was some feedback that tying our implementation to the
Microsoft platform was a problem, but we did indicate that the executing assembly could be
supported using other technologies like Java or other scripting languages. They also indicated
that most system integrators are not programmers and would not be able to use FSQ directly.
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True, but having the capability allows for a developer to be hired to implement the feature, or to
request that B-Scada implement it for them. Now they have a choice.

Expert Analysis
The commercial SDC platform grew out of the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems and technology developed by B-Scada Inc. over several years. Two software
engineers that have worked on the system since inception are still employed by the company and
have overseen the implementation of FSQ within SDC. They are now the Lead Engineer for the
IoT platform and the Vice President of Development for B-Scada. In addition to developing the
system, these individuals are often involved in technical support of the system, are involved in
customer requirements specifications, and feature requests. They have a great deal of insight as
to how the system is used by the end user and what the user needs are for the system.
As part of our evaluation of the impact of FSQ being added to the system, we asked these two
engineers for their expertise and insight as to how the addition of FSQ to the commercial IoT
platform has enhanced the capabilities of the system. The questions asked can be found in
Appendix 3.2.
Comments

The feedback from the experts was similar to that of the system integrators, except that the
experts looked at the functionality in a broader manner. Instead of focusing solely on quality, the
experts viewed the added capability as being able to provide a wide range of capabilities. For
example, being able to execute long running calculations with a variety of inputs. Or being able
to assemble a report from sensor data and being able to forward this information to end users.
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There was little input into how the FSQ implementation could be enhanced, except to suggest
adding security to restrict who could add a flow to the system. Clearly, an individual with
malicious intent could wreak havoc on the system using FSQ if they intended to.
CONCLUSION

Modern software systems are complex and asynchronous in nature. They consist of many
moving parts, often developed by different companies, and making use of different forms of
communication and technologies. They are often developed independently of the other
components and services that they may be required to interact with and are implemented with
varying degrees of robustness and sophistication. An example of such a complex system is IoT
platforms for monitoring and controlling various types of devices, and providing a variety of
services like data archiving, data analytics, alarming, reporting and event notification.
Flow-Service-Quality Engineering utilizes flow structures as a bridge between services
and the requirements that are invoked on the system. From the work done in this paper,
combined with previous work, we have demonstrated that FSQ can fit cleanly into complex
system architectures like the IoT-ARM. We have demonstrated that it can be implemented into
commercial software application, leveraging components of the system that are already in place
and adding flow structures. Within our commercial system flow structures were defined by end
users and added to the information model of the system. These flow structures have a common
base and properties associated with all flows. But they were also able to define their own
properties, properties that they could use for quality of service and performance. Each flow has
its own execution logic that can guide the execution of the flow and make independent decisions
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based on QoS properties that may have been added to the flow. An FSQ Manager service
watches for the creation of an instance of a flow, and executes the flow logic when it is time for
the flow to start. The flow runs asynchronously, with the executing logic making decisions based
on both the logic written into the flow and the quality and performance parameters that were able
to be set by the user. When the flow has finished executing, it will set its flow state to completed
to indicate it has finished executing. If it encountered errors, it can set values on itself to provide
detailed information to the user about why the execution did not complete as planned.
We have also shown that FSQ in these systems enhances the capabilities of the system
providing a mechanism where complex business logic can execute asynchronously and manage
the complexity, instability and unreliability of these complex systems using quality parameters.
This was done through evaluation of a sample use case, soliciting feedback from software
engineer’s familiar with developing and implementing such systems, and from surveying IoT
system integrators that use such systems in industrial and commercial settings.
The work done in this paper has demonstrated that FSQ has enhanced the functionality of
the commercial IoT platform. It has improved reliability and provided additional capabilities that
were not previously available in the system. In particular, it has provided a mechanism whereby
the complexity, instability, inherent unreliability, and asynchronous nature of such systems can
be more effectively managed.
This work with FSQ is preliminary, given the complex nature of software systems there
are many opportunities to enhance and build on the work that has been done here. For example,
the use of block chains (Mckinsey, 2017) could be integrated into the FSQ manager and flows, to
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help secure transactions and provide a mechanism whereby the current progress of a flow could
be tracked.
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DISSERTATION CONCLUSION

B-Scada Inc’s Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (‘SCADA’) evolved off
the factory floor and on to the Internet as customers began to desire remote monitoring
capabilities for their equipment and remote devices in the cloud. The product was offered as the
Status Device Cloud IoT Platform. On industrial networks where network communications were
fast, devices and services were constant and reliable. But moving the system out to the Internet
required modifying the system to be more asynchronous to deal with the inherent latency and
performance variance in the kinds of devices and services being connected to the system. The
system functioned satisfactorily in this environment, but could use some improvement. The
primary goal of the work conducted in this paper was to improve the Status Device Cloud
system, providing more intelligence, fault tolerance, interoperability, and robustness.
This work enhances our current understanding of how complex systems like IoT
platforms can be developed to be more reliable and interoperable. In paper one, it sought out the
best practices for the development of such systems by looking for an architectural reference
model for IoT systems and used it to evaluate the commercial IoT platform. Most of the
architectural reference models and design documents found only provided information at a very
high level or were targeted for a specific solution, they were not suitable. One document that
stood out was the IoT Architectural Reference Model (‘IoT-ARM’) (Bassi et al., 2016). The
document was extremely well thought out with input from business professionals, academic
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stakeholders, and end users. It also took into consideration the implementation of existing
systems in its analysis. To evaluate the commercial IoT platform developed by B-Scada against
the IoT-ARM we took the high-level architecture in the IoT-ARM and overlaid it on the
architectural diagram of the commercial IoT platform to see where there was matching
functionality. Next, each of the subcomponents in the IoT-ARM were evaluated against the
functionality in the commercial IoT platform to identify where gaps existed, a process known as
reverse mapping (Bassi et al., 2016). The results were surprising. Considering the commercial
platform was developed completely independently over a period of several years separate from
the IoT-ARM, the two systems mapped exceptionally well. This should be a strong signal to
practitioners that well executed and vetted architectural reference models in existing literature
can produce viable, effective and accurate specifications useful to industry. There was however
one area of the IoT-ARM that was not present in the commercial platform. This area was the
Service Orchestration which resolves IoT services for other parts of the system and extends
functionality by composing other IoT services together. This is the primary point of difference
between the IoT-ARM and Status Device Cloud. Within SDC, services are generally
independent and interact with the Information Model for orchestration, invoking action within
the system by interacting with virtual entities, entities that can be anything defined in the
information model, not just devices. Within the IoT-ARM the information model is reserved for
virtual entities that are representative of the devices. Services are exposed and discovered
separately and are not part of the model. This is not to say that one method is superior or inferior
to the other in any way. But this difference is striking and could be a source of additional
research and analysis. Architectural reference models are supposed to be dynamic and evolve as
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new knowledge and technology become available. Evaluating how the information model is
utilized in IoT systems could be a valuable area of research, it may be possible they are being
underutilized.
The reverse mapping exercise was useful to identify that the architecture of the SDC
platform was sound. But it did not address the concerns of robustness and reliability in the
system. In paper two, Flow-Service-Quality (‘FSQ’) engineering (Hevner et al., 2002) was
investigated to see if it could be useful. We began the process by trying to identify how FSQ
could be implemented in the IoT-ARM. It became evident quite quickly that the functionality
defined in the IoT Process Management Functional Group of the IoT-ARM was a close match to
the function defined in FSQ. Leveraging the work that was done with mapping SDC to the IoTARM it was easy to identify where in SDC FSQ should be implemented, some of the
functionality to implement it was already there. We proposed a design and implemented FSQ
within the commercial IoT platform by leveraging the information model to define flows and
adding an implementation of an FSQ manager as a service in the system. In paper three we
evaluated the value that FSQ brought to SDC by demonstrating by way of example how FSQ
could be used in the system to improve control over a remote piece of equipment. We also asked
experts (IoT software engineers) who had extensive experience with customers’ needs and use of
the system to explain how FSQ enhances the commercial platform. Their feedback indicated not
only that FSQ could improve reliability and robustness, but that it could also serve as a
mechanism for delivering long running complex tasks within the system.
Lastly, we asked system integrators to provide feedback on having FSQ in the system and how it
will impact their ability to deliver solutions to their clients. The feedback was mostly positive.
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The system integrators indicated that they would now have finer control over their interactions
with the system, having the opportunity to manage the outcome of events. They indicated the
custom properties (quality) allows for the avoidance of unreliable and malfunction components
of the system. There was however some concern that the solution was tied too closely to the
Microsoft operating system.
The overall contribution of these papers is to enhance the interoperability, capabilities,
and robustness of the commercial IoT platform, and to provide a contribution to literature on the
design of IoT systems. Literature contributions include how architectural reference models can
be applied to improving commercial software systems. It demonstrates how evaluation of a
commercial software system to a reference architecture can generate valuable insight, and shows
that concepts like FSQ which exist in existing literature, can translate to concrete valuable
implementations in commercial software products. The work also reveals that the role the
information model plays in IoT systems may be more significant than for simply modelling
devices. It shows that evaluation of commercial systems against reference architectures can
expose areas in existing literature that may need to be looked at more thoroughly. These
contributions may provide value for those looking to develop or improve IoT platforms or other
complex software solutions or those looking to validate their own architectural reference models.
The work does have some limitations. The implementation of FSQ in this work is tied to
Microsoft’s .NET architecture. However, it could be possible to modify and extend it such that
the executing portion of a flow was implemented in other languages or script. Also, there is no
security implemented in our FSQ implementation. Any user of the system could implement or
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modify a flow, possibly with malicious intent. The ability to create flows in the system needs to
be restricted to administrators and trusted users.
Future areas of work would be to evaluate the role of services in complex systems, and
evaluate how discovery of these services might be better exposed through an information model
instead of technologies like Web Service Description Language (‘WSDL’). Flow-ServiceQuality frameworks could be enhanced by the addition of security measures and by leveraging
information modelling and ontologies in their design.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1.1 – LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
API - Application-programming interface
ARM - Architectural Reference Model
BUTLER - European Union FP7 project focused on the Internet of Things
EPC Global - a joint venture between GS1 and GS1 US. It is an organization set up to achieve
worldwide adoption and standardization of Electronic Product Code (EPC) technology.
ETSI - European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FC - Functional Component
FG - Functionality Group
FM - Functional Model
FV - Functional View
HTTP - Hypertext Transfer Protocol
IoT - Internet of Things
IoT-A - Internet-of-Things Architecture
IoT-ARM – Internet of Things Architectural Reference Model
KPI – Key Performance Indicator
M2M – Machine to Machine
OPC UA – Open Process Connectivity Unified Architecture
OPC DA – Open Process Connectivity Distributed Architecture
PE - Physical Entity
RDF - Resource Description Framework
RFID - Radio-frequency Identification
SDC – Status Device Cloud
SOTA – State of the Art
UDDI - Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration
USDL - Unified Service Description Language
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VE - Virtual Entity
Ucode - an identification system that uniquely identifies things in the real world.
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APPENDIX 1.2 – OPC UA (OPEN PROCESS CONNECTIVITY UNIFIED ARCHITECTURE)

The source for this Appendix is primarily from the OPC Foundation website –
OPCFoundation.org.
OPC UA architecture was started by the OPC Foundation in 2003. The OPC Foundation is a
consortium of 450-member companies, including B-Scada Inc., representing thousands of
software and hardware products (OPC Foundation, 2016a). The first draft of the specification
became available in 2006, it was entered into the public domain in 2016.
OPC UA is an IEC standard. It was originally designed for industrial automation, but over time
has found its way into IoT solutions and other markets. The standard was developed with input
from manufacturers, research institutes, consortia, and end users. Its primary goal is the safe
exchange of information in heterogenous systems. OPC-UA is a highly scalable, platformindependent solution that combines the capabilities of web services with integrated security and
a consistent data model (Virtual Entities). From this description alone, it should be evident that
OPC UA delivers many of the primary building blocks defined in the IoT-ARM. This is why BScada choose OPC as the foundation for all of its software systems.
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APPENDIX 1.3 – IOT-A CONSORTIUM AND COORDINATION

The following information was obtained from the IoT-A website (www.iot-a.eu) before it was
decommissioned.

Project Acronym: IoT-A
Project Number: 257521
Duration: 1.9.2010 - 30.11.2013
Coordinator: Günter Külzhammer, VDI/VDE-IT, Germany
Technical Coordinator: Dr. Alessandro Bassi, Hitachi, UK
Contact: info@iot-a.eu
Partners: Alcatel Lucent (BE, FR), CEA (FR), CFR (IT), CSE (GR), FhG IML (DE), Hitachi
(UK), IBM (CH), NEC (UK), NXP (DE, BE), SAP (DE), Siemens (DE), Sapienza University of
Rome (IT), University of St. Gallen (CH), University of Surrey (UK), University of Würzburg
(DE), VDI/VDE-IT (DE), VTT (FI)
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APPENDIX 2.1 – ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS

Flow Manager – Manages the instantiation of a flow.

GUID – Globally Unique Identifier

Enumeration – A list of options for a value. Example: Low, Medium, High.

QoS – Quality of Service.
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APPENDIX 2.2 – DESCRIPTIONS OF THE FUNCTIONAL GROUPS AND FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS
IN THE IOT ARM

The following summary describes at a high level the various functional groups and components
of the Functional View as defined in the IoT-ARM (Bassi et al., 2013).

IoT Process Management

The Process Management FG provides the concepts needed for process management systems to
integrate with the IoT world.

Process Modelling: Process Modeling FC allows the modelling of the business process using a
standard notation.
Process Execution: Process Execution FC executes the models defined by process modelling
using IoT services in the Service Organization layer. It is responsible for matching a process
model with its execution environment, the execution environment will use IoT Services to
perform the actual work.

Service Organization

The Service Organization FG is used for the orchestrating of services within the system.
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Service Orchestration: Service Orchestration FC resolves IoT services for other parts of the
system like the Process Execution FC or IoT users.

Service Composition: The Service Composition FC creates services with extended functionality
by composing other IoT services together. The combined services may be chosen for example by
availability and security credentials of the user.

Service Choreography: The Service Choreography FC manages publish and subscribe
communications between services. A service may publish its availability and can be located by
other interested services through service choreography.

Virtual Entity

The Virtual Entity FG contains methods for interacting with the IoT Platform via Virtual Entities
(VEs). Virtual Entities are representations of a physical asset in software. The list of contacts on
your cell phone is an information model with each contact being a Virtual Entity.

Virtual Entity Resolution: VE Resolution allows the IoT User to determine associations between
the VE’s and IoT Services in the system and context information (location, measurement units).
VE Resolution also allows for associations to be inserted, updated and deleted. It may allow for
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the creation of new VE’s in the system. Users are able to subscribe to notifications about changes
in associations for a VE or service.

Virtual Entity & IoT Service Monitoring: VE & IoT Service Monitoring FC is a watchdog
automatically looking for new services or possible physical entities that are then added to the
system using VE Resolution. It updates, creates and deletes associations between the VE’s and
Services based on changes in their state.

Virtual Entity Service: The VE Service FC works with an entity service. An entity service is the
primary access point to an entity. It enables reading or updating the attributes on an entity and
may allow access to historical data and contextual information.

IoT Service

The IoT Service FG contains IoT services as well as functionality for service discovery.

IoT Service: An IoT Service exposes one Resource and makes it accessible to other parts of the
system. This resource could be information on a sensor or an actuator. IoT Services can get
information on the resource or deliver messages to a resource, as in the case of an actuator
turning the device on or off. Information may flow synchronously or asynchronously using
subscription mechanism.
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IoT Service Resolution: The IoT Service Resolution FC provides the functionality needed for
users and other system components to discover and contact IoT Services. This is done through
Service Descriptions which contain information on the location of the Service and required
connection information.

Communication

The Communication FG is an abstraction of the communications between the devices, the
network and the IoT Services.

Hop To Hop Communication: Hop To Hop Communication FC abstracts the physical
communication technology that may be used by a physical device. It manages communication
between the Device and the Network Communication FC.

Network Communication: The Network Communication FC enables communications between
networks. It transmits packets from the Hop to Hop and End to End Communication FC’s.

End To End Communication: The End To End Communication FC interacts with the Network
Communication FC to get a message from the End to End FC to the IoT Service. It may provide
other services such as caching and protocol translation as is needed in a Gateway for example.
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Security

The Security FG enables security within the IoT Platform.

Authorization: The Authorization FC manages access control and established policies. As an
example, determining of the user allowed to read an attribute on a particular resource using the
IoT Service Resolution FC.

Authentication: Authentication FC checks and validates credentials and provides a secure
context for the authentication.

Identity Management: The Identity Management FC creates and manages ‘fictional’ identities in
the system. These could include such things as an anonymous user or role.

Key Exchange and Management: Key Exchange and Management (KEM) FC enables a secure
connection through the issuance and distribution of keys and the registration of security
capabilities.

Trust and Reputation Architecture: Trust and Reputation Architecture FC calculates levels of
trust based on reputation scores. It enables an entity to request reputation information or
recommendations about another entity.
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Management

The Management FG provides system functionality related to fault, system configuration,
performance and security.

Configuration: The Configuration FC manages and stores configuration information on system
Functional Components and Devices.

Fault: The Fault FC manages the fault logs in the system. It gathers fault information and may be
responsible for archiving it and producing statistics. Interested parties may monitor fault
information using a subscribe model.

Member: Member FC manages the membership and its related information for any entity in the
system (VE, FG, FC, Service or Device). Working with Security and Identity management FC’s,
it manages information regarding ownership, rights and capabilities.

Reporting: Reporting FC may collect information from any of the management services. It may
perform analysis on the information establishing trends or predictions. Its primary function is to
produce reports.
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State: The State FC keeps track of the current, past and predicted states of the system. The State
FC may for example by queried by Reporting. It may also enforce a particular state of the system
through interaction with various Functional Component’s.
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APPENDIX 2.3 – ENUMERATIONS
Enumerations are simply an ordered list of items. For example, “Low”, “Medium” and “High” is
an enumeration. To define the architecture of our Generic Flow, we need to define some
enumerations that we will need.

AssemblyType

The assembly type enumeration specifies the type of source code that is used to execute
the flow. Values could include, but are not limited to the following:
-

Native

-

dotNET

-

Jscript

ConditionBehavior

The behavior that the Flow Manager uses when evaluating conditions on a flow to see if a
flow should execute:
-

Any

-

All

-

None

Equality
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The equality enumeration specifies the options for evaluating one property with another:

-

Equals

-

GreaterThan

-

LessThan

-

NotEqual

FlowState

The flow state enumeration specifies the current state of the flow. Values could include,
but are not limited to the following:
-

Completed

-

Created

-

Running

-

Starting

-

Waiting
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APPENDIX 3.1 - INTERFACES FOR FLOW SERVICE QUALITY IMPLEMENTATION
ICustomFlow Interface
The interface that an implementer of a flow would need to implement in their executable
assembly for their flow to participate in the system.

/// <summary>
/// Interface defining a set of methods
/// used in a Custom Flow implementation.
/// </summary>
public interface ICustomFlow : IDisposable
{
/// <summary>
/// Called when the Flow is initialized and all properties are available.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="model">
/// A class that provides access to both the Generic session as well as
/// access to the Flows properties that are managed by the base flow
/// <see cref="ITaskModel" />
/// </param>
void Initialize(ITaskModel model);
/// <summary>
/// Called when the Flow is Executed.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="token">
/// The Cancellation token. this should be checked during long running
/// Flows to see if a cancellation has been requested. occurres during a
/// Task.Dispose operation.
/// </param>
void Execute(CancellationToken token);
/// <summary>
/// Called when a Flows property value has been modified from the server.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="property">The Modified property <see cref="BaseProperty"/> </param>
void PropertyChanged(BaseProperty property);
}

ITaskModel Interface
The ITaskModel interface is passed to the executable assemply of a flow and gives the logic of
the flow access to properties on the custom flow, and access to the information model of the
system via a session object.

public interface ITaskModel
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{
/// <summary>
/// Gets a value that provides access
/// to the Generic Session
/// </summary>
IGenericSession Session { get; }
/// <summary>
/// gets a value that provides access to the
/// Flows properties and their values.
/// </summary>
IProvideTaskProperty TaskProperties { get; }
}

IProvideTaskProperty Interface
IProvideTaskProperty Interface is used by the execution logic of a flow to easily access
properties on the custom flow allowing for reading and writing property values.

public interface IProvideTaskProperty
{
/// <summary>
/// Given a NodeId this method will return a property
/// </summary>
/// <param name="nodeId">The property NodeId</param>
/// <returns>returns a Base Property if property matching NodeId is found else
null</returns>
/// <example>
/// BaseProperty property = this.FindProperty(PropertyNodeId);
/// </example>
BaseProperty FindProperty(NodeId nodeId);
/// <summary>
/// Given a property name this method will attempt to find a property with the given name
/// this is a generic function and will return a specific type of property.
/// </summary>
/// <typeparam name="TType">The Type of property to return</typeparam>
/// <param name="name">The Property Name</param>
/// <example>
/// StringProperty property = this.FindProperty<StringProperty>("MyStringProperty");
/// </example>
/// <returns></returns>
TType FindProperty<TType>(string name) where TType : BaseProperty;
/// <summary>
/// Given a NodeId this function will find the property and return the value
/// </summary>
/// <param name="nodeId">The Property NodeId</param>
/// <returns>The Property value as Object</returns>
/// <example>
/// object value = this.GetPropertyValue(PropertyNodeId);
/// </example>
object GetPropertyValue(NodeId nodeId);
/// <summary>
/// Given a NodeId this function will find the property and return the value
/// This is a Generic function and will attempt to cast the value to the specified type
/// </summary>
/// <typeparam name="VType">The Value type</typeparam>
/// <param name="name">The Name of the property</param>
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/// <returns>The Property value</returns>
/// <example>
/// string value = this.GetPropertyValue<string>("MyPropertyName")
/// </example>
VType GetPropertyValue<VType>(string name);
}

IGenericSession Interface

The IGenericSession Interface provides access to the information model of the Status Device
loud system. It provides methods for reading and writing property values, reading history,
making method calls and determining the status of the connection to the information model.

public interface IGenericSession
{
/// <summary>
/// Gets a value that specifies if
/// the Session object is connected.
/// </summary>
bool IsConnected { get; }
/// <summary>
/// Gets a value that indicates if this
/// instance has been disposed.
/// </summary>
bool IsDisposed { get; }
/// <summary>
/// Performs a browse operation using the provided
/// Requests using the Opc.Ua.Client.Session
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requests">The requests to browse</param>
/// <returns>Browse Responses for each individual request</returns>
IEnumerable<BrowseResponse> Browse(IEnumerable<BrowseRequest> requests, uint
maxNumItemsPerRequest = 500);
/// <summary>
/// Performs a browse next operation using the provided
/// Requests using the Opc.Ua.Client.Session to get extra results
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requests">The requests to browse with continuation tokens</param>
/// <returns>Browse Responses for each individual request</returns>
IEnumerable<BrowseResponse> BrowseNext(IEnumerable<BrowseRequest> requests);
/// <summary>
/// Method used to invoke server side methods.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requests">Collection of call requests to invoke on the server.</param>
/// <returns>results of the server method invocation.</returns>
IEnumerable<CallResponse> Call(IEnumerable<CallRequest> requests);
/// <summary>
/// Method used to invoke server side methods.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="request">call request to invoke on the server.</param>
/// <returns>result of the server method invocation.</returns>
CallResponse Call(CallRequest request);
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/// <summary>
/// performs a historical read operation against the specified node ids.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="request"></param>
/// <returns></returns>
HistoryReadResponse HistoryRead(HistoryReadRequest request);
/// <summary>
/// Performs a read operation using the provided
/// requests using the Opc.Ua.Client.Session
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requests">The requests to Read the value for</param>
/// <returns>Read Response for each request.</returns>
IEnumerable<ReadResponse> Read(IEnumerable<ReadRequest> requests);
/// <summary>
/// Subscribes to the specified items
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requests"></param>
/// <returns></returns>
IEnumerable<SubscribeResponse> Subscribe(IEnumerable<SubscribeRequest> requests);
/// <summary>
/// Translates the provided StartingNode and Browse Path into a node id.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requests">a collection of Translate Requests</param>
/// <returns>A collection of Translate Responses.</returns>
IEnumerable<TranslateResponse> TranslateBrowsePathToNodeId(IEnumerable<TranslateRequest>
requests);
/// <summary>
/// Deletes Monitored items and the optional subscription.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requests"></param>
/// <returns></returns>
IEnumerable<UnsubscribeRespose> Unsubscribe(IEnumerable<UnsubscribeRequest> requests);
/// <summary>
/// Performs a write operation using the provided requests
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requests">A Collection of write requests.</param>
/// <returns>A collection of write responses.</returns>
IEnumerable<WriteResponse> Write(IEnumerable<WriteRequest> requests);
}
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APPENDIX 3.2 – QUESTIONS

Questions for IoT Platform Experts
1) Complex systems, like IoT Platforms, are inherently asynchronous. Can you identify
how the asynchronous nature of the commercial IoT platform limited the
functionality of the system, and how FSQ helped or will help to address or diminish
the limitation?
2) Different hardware and software components in complex systems like IoT platforms
operate on various levels of reliability. Some components are very reliable, some not.
Components can be added and removed from the system at any time, communication
protocols have various levels of performance and reliability. Could you identify how
FSQ could help to address this complexity?
3) Can you discuss or identify any other benefits that you think FSQ will bring to the
commercial IoT Platform?
4) Can you discuss or identify any ways the FSQ Functionality could be extended?

Questions for System Integrators

1) Do you think this feature could help create a more robust and reliable system? Please
elaborate.
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2) Is there a feature or capability you can identify that is now possible that was not
previously feasible in the system?
3) Any thoughts on how this feature could be extended, additional capabilities that could be
added to it?
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